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SIX ARE

IllVf

TO BE DEAD

1LEMNTY - SEVEN

CANNOT

BE FOUND BY THE SEARCHERS

!

JAMES RILEY, aged 55, a guest at
the club.
WILLIAM FORD, East St. Louis, 111.
TWO TJNIDENAIF1ED MEN.
-

The injured follow.
Theodore Levy, Louisville, Ky.,
salesman, both legs injured and left
foot crushed.
TJ. M. Stott, St. Louis, left hip fractured, internal injuries, serious.
B. C. Holmes,
L. L. Leonard,

Miss.

McConnelly,

lawyer, jumped; ribs
fractured, feet crushed, hurt internally.

Authorities Believe an Explosion Was the
Cause of the Conflagration
SAFEBLOMS

MAY BE TO BLAME-

-

ONE THEORY

Until Vaults of Boatman's Bank, Located in Ground Floor of
Building, Are Dug Out of the Ruins This Will Not Be Verified
Many Victims Leaped to Death From Sixth and Seventh
Stories Clerk Made Heroic Effort to Save Guests

311
Between 30 and 35 dead was the, estimate
made this afternoon by officers of the Missouri Athletic club as to
the number who perished in th e fire that destroyed the' club
Tie bodies of
'building here today. Six bodies are in the morgua
ruins.
e
to
in
be
the
believed
ar
30
for
unaccounted
the 25 or
Walter Fritzsch, chairman of the board of directors of the club,
said that after a thorough checking of the names of those registered at the dub fast night ne thought 35 were dead.
Ed Bornmueller, secretary of the club, said he thought at least
33. perished. Ho said about 100 guests were registered at the club
.'
.
,
for the night.
St. Louis, March 9.

'

Lee Wolf, merchant at Carruthers-ville- ,
and possible
Mo., contusions
fracture of the spine in fall from sec
ond floor of fire escape.
David Blume, purchasing agent for
department store, right too( fractured
in fall from an improvised fire escape he made of sheets
A. O. Harned, Chicago, superintendent of an electrical supply company,
right arm and ankle fractured in jump-inufrom sixth flooi,
EdVard T. Kaub, Chicago, salesman,
abrasion and contusions on right hand
and left knee; rescued by 'firemen
who found him clinging to sixth floor
window sill.
William Koerner, houseman at Missouri Athletic club, both feet fractured in jumping from sixth floor to roof
of four story building.
F. W. William, New York, hands
burned and head bruised.
T. C. Little, Chicago, knee wrenched.
L. E. Walsh, Charles Schiniei company, Chicago, both legs broken and
internally injured In leap from sixth
-floor.. John Dwyer, engine Company No.
6, riht leg fractured; caught under
'
falling wall.
James McGinnins, buyer for large
St. Louis department store.
Allen Dow, buyer for large St. Louis
department store.
Bert Crouch, sales manager Western Electric company, St. Louis.
Allen Hancock;,
typewriter Bales-ma-

are flame in a plate glass window across
the street. Rushing to the clerk of
counted for and it is feared have per- the Missouri Athletic club, she cried
ished, and about 29 are Injured as a "Fire,"
William E. Becker, president of a
result of. a fire that destroyed the The clerk, Jack Reisinger, and the
seven-stor- y
founding occupied by .the night telephone operator, Norman Roe, paint company.
John Retz, president of a plurnhing
Missouri Athletic club today. The began awakening the guests. Roe
loss is estimated that Biore than $350,-00- rang the telephones in 98 sleeping company.
William A. Kinzer, president of a
'
rooms.
.
4.a fire alarm had been construction company.
2
out
about
Meanwhile,
broke
which
The fire,
Thomas Shyne, manager typewriter
o'clock this morning, was still burning turned in, presumably by the night
'
1
exchange.
Boatman's
the
said
of
Bank,
watchman
Chief
Swingley
at noon, and Fire
comWilliam
Shields,
Lyle
and
were sounded
president
it would ibe unsafe to send anyone Additional alarmsrushed'
to the scene pany.
into the ruins to search for the miss- apparatus was
George Caerner, president of a comfrom all parts of the city. When the
ing until tonight or tomorrow.
mission
company.
were
men
arrived
jumping
The building was owned by the firemen
Dean Weatherly, salesman wholetheir
in
clothes,
windows
from
night
which
part
Boatman's Bank,
occupied
sale dry goods company,
of lib Erst floor. The bank opened others were clinging to the window
Thomas Wright, ,t secretary of trie
was
wnoke
pourwhich
a
In
around
sills,
lensporsfy: quarters this morning
...
club.
...
down
Apollo
fouilding four blocks away. In the ing, and others were climbling
J.
L.
St
Hainlen,
Jjouis.
Some
wre
ropes
.fire
bank
making
Vaults of the burned building,
escapes.
Mark Hammer, manager department
officials said, are $1,319,000 in curren- out of sheets, preparatory to lowering
store.
,
windows.
the
cy and $27,000 in coin. This money, themselves from
W. R. Cheslcy, St. Louis.
buildIs
The
intact
it is believed,
Fire Escapes Cut Off
L. A. Tilley, St. Louis.
ing was tally covered by insurance.
third story
L. R,. Ruff, St. Louis.
Flames
through
bursting
is
to
The loss
adjoining buildings
C. E. Smith, St. Louis.
cut
off the guests from the
windows
estimated at $16,000.
on the Fourth5 '''street side.
A. Hunicke, St. Louis.
W.
fire
escape
of
Uncertainty as to the number
D. E. Fitzgerald,
water wero turned on the
Springfield, 111.,
men in the building when the fire Streams of
as
and
floor
third
the
at
Pierce
Oil corporasales
for
fire
manager
escape
broke out made it difficult to deterout encouraging words tion.
'
..
called
r
firemen
of
number
exact
missing.
mine the
the
dealer.
descended
fur
Marshall
local
through
Bier,
several
persons
Jack Reisinger, night clerk at the
J. E. Chasnoff of St. Joseph, Mo.,
streams to safety.
club, said 45 clubmen had rooms there
an
been
had
fire
manager for the St. Louis
the
'After
burning
advertising
and that the registration of guests
on the Fourth street Republic.
wall
the
bour,
club
at
the
number
brought the total
Frank W. Albright, traveling salesside collapsed -- from the fourth floor
for the night to 75. Whether all of
of man.
wall
to
the
back
Firemen
up.
felj
rooms
the regular guests were in their
E. P. Williams, New York; travela building at the opposite side of the
when the fire broke out is not known.
salesman. ,
thusstreet
the
and
ing
falling
escaped
The cause of the fire ls.not known. .
bricks. One fireman, however, was
Rohby Green, Herrin, 111.
It
Caused
Have
Explosion May
member
.struck by a brick. Ills leg was bro
Jennings,
Assistant Fire Chief Rucker said be
..
of Missouri Athletic club.
ken.
the
of
desk
the
found the floor about
McKenna.
i
Heard Three Explosions
clefk caved in, but ;that an adjoining
Burgess.
been
Assistant Fire Chief Rucker said he
part of the floor seemed to have
F. W. Williams, St. Louis.
Mown upward,. indicating that the fire heard three explosions as he reached
Norman Hancock, St. Louis.
At the first
was due to an explosion. A fireman the burning building.
John J. Ratz, president local plumbwho climbed a fire escape of the the theory was advanced that the excompany.
ing
building six hours after the fire was plosions were tho work of sn.feblowers
Wolf song.
bank-rom
burnto
the
tried
who
still
had
Later,
discovered found the blaze
A. T. Rannus, Mount Vernon, 111.
ing on the fifth and seventh floors it was suggested that what seemed
to be the sound of explosions was the
and the whole interior caved in.
The fire is believed to have started dropping of elevators to the basement.
SPEER IS SUCCESSFUL
on the third floor of the building,
The known dead are as follows:
49,
the
was
KESSLER,
C.
dining
F.
which
general
aged
occupied by
Washington, Marrh 9. President
Wire com- Wikon has selected Lv E. Speer to be
room.' On this floor one man was manager of Ludlow-Saylo- r
found dead.
pany, 914 Pine street, killed in. jump- postmaster at Fort Worth, Tex. RepThe fire was discovered by an un- ing from sixth floor.
resentative Callaway, who saw the
identified woman, who was waiting
JOHN MARTIN RICKF'Y, ared 40, president in the interest of another
with her escort for a taxicab. Look- of St. Paul, general auditor of the Fori candidate, learned that spoor's nomiing out of the window of the club ;Antomol'13e company, found burned nation would he ent to the senate
house, she saw the reflection of the to death on third floor.
St. Louis, Mo., March 9.
known to be dead, 26 or 27
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high gale spread the flames to the
entire warehouse: and platforms, laden
with cotton.
The fire wa3 reported under control
at 3:30 o'clock with the loss estimat
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Copper Producers' association
for February showed a decline on
stocks on land of ,9jjL833 pounds, TO
compared viih the previous month.

OFFICERS

SACRAMENTO

MEXICO
SENATOR
SAYS
UNITED STATES SHOULD SEND
TROOPS TO MEXICO

TWICE

ROUT

THEIR NUMBER OF

UNEMPLOYED

ARMY

IT IS BROUGHT TO THE EOROJ
BY PEBSONS WHOSE NAMES
ARE UNKNOWN

the

SUFFS CONFER IN BIRMINGHAM
Bormingham, Ah,, March 9. Birmingham today "extended a cordial
welcome to the national leaders of
the woman suffrage movement, on
the occasion of' the opening of the
executive board meeting of the National Equal Suffrage Association. In
connection with the meeting, which is
to continue in session Heveral dayt,
there is to be a conference of the
southern leaders to agree upon plans
for a systematic and vigorous campaign in behalf of the woman suffrage
r
; c ..
movement Ja the j,
ence program provides also for a pub
lie session at which addresses are to
be delivered by Miss Jane Addams,
MrS. Medill McCormick and other
leaders of national prominence.

mmm

THE GRANT CASE
GEORGE EJ PRIEST AND
CIATES LOSE IN THE.
PREME COURT

ASSO
SU-

Washington, March 9. The contest
between George E. Priest and associates on one side and the city of Las
Vegas, N. M., on the other, over title
to a portion of the
Las Vegas land grant, was decided today by
the supreme court in favor of the
city.
This case originated with .ibe, claim
of 'John' 'ij,'W. Veeder to, 2,000,., MSres
o land on the Las Vegas grant under
a decree quieting tittes, which was
made in 1892. The grant board! was
not made a party to the suit when it
first was begun. Later Veeder applied for a writ of mandamus to compel the board to crt'g'ey 2,000 acres of
land to Quick, t' L ,s and Benjamin.
The district coit 3sojtel against him
and the case v j9 J the supreme
court, which su.Tj th'' tue lower trib
s
unal. Spiess-- t;
of this city
tr.t-iwere attorneys
grant board. .;.
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TODAY

CONGRESS,

IN

Washington, March 9. Senate: Met
at noon.
Senator Fall, republican, made a
long speech assailing' the administra
tion's Mexican policy and charging
that more than 100 Americans and
other foreigners have been killed or
outraged during the revolutions.'
House: Met at noon.
Chairman Cloush of the. Northern
Pacific urged the commerce commitf d
tee to avoid linty h iiWdon
scounoon.
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FEDERALS
STEALTH

IT WAS FEARED AT FIRST INTER
NATIONAL COMPLICATIONS

MOB

not our Monroe doctrine, our American doctrine and our sarety as a nation in jeopardy now?"
Senator Fall declared the United
in
States "politically intervened"
Mexico ever since John, Lind was
sent with an ultimatum to Huerta,
and further declared the United
States owed a duty to its own citi
zens and to Spain, England, France
and Germany, whose citizens Dad been
murdered and outraged.
"We owe a duty to the Mexican peo
ple themselves; and we owe a duty to
humanity which we cannot' escape,"
said he. "To deter action is to ag
gravate the conditions and invite more
serioua consequences."
The following list of outrages on
Americans and other foreigners in
Mexico was submitted by Senator
Fall;
Mrs. Anderson, daughter and neigh-boboy, killed June 22, 1911, Chihua-hau- ;
murderera arrested, served e'x
months ia jail and released.
Madero soldiers outraged Mabel
Richardson, a littls girt, Colonia
Juarez; no attempt to punish perpetrators.
'
James rP... Harvey, killed, .state of
Chihuahtta,.M,y, 1912, body mutilated
with a spade; nothing done.
William Adams, killed July 2, 1912,
with his daughter's arms around him,
by Mexican officer; nothing done ...
Thomas Fountain, killed after court
martial by Sala ir at Parral, after
warning from Washington; Salaaar
later arrested this Hide of the bord- r,
Charged with smasding and later released. Now held at Fort Bliss.
In the case of Benton, Senator Pal!
charged Villa had fur years been steal
ing cattle in Mexico arid shipping
them for sale in the United States.
The activities of the New Mexico and
Texas Cattlemcu'a association hampered Villa's business and a decree
tormuuing snipmeut M any cattle troro
Chihuahua was issued. It was be
cause of that Benton wont fo
the senator said, Boukm havini
cattle he wished to ship.
"And Villa killed him," Senator Fal

1
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EQUSE RELATIVES

Sacramento, Calif.,' March 9. Three
hundred deputy sheriffs armed with
pickhandies,' fought With double that
number of International Workers of
the World armed with clubs in an at
tempt today to drive "General" Kel- ley's army of unemployed off the
Southern Pacifio rignt of way. A
score, of men received injuries, before
the campers were routed.
When driven from the field the International Workers took up the cry:
"On to the capitol," and started for
the state house. City and county officials appealed to Governor Johnson
to call out all available state troops
to handle the riot.
The clash at the Southern Pacific
grounds followed the arrest of "General" Kelley and 18 of his subordinate
officers, who were Jailed on vagrancy
charges. City and county officials
then demanded that the rank and file
of the army "move on." The Kelley
wing of the army obeyed, but flie oppo
sition faction, composed of the Indus
trial Workers, defied the sheriff's
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Washington, Marc Q. Urging the
use of the army and navy of the United States for the protection of Americans and other foreigners in Mexico,
which, he said, would prevent war.
Senator Fall, republican, of New Mexico addressed the senate today and
gave a list of 63 outrages on Americans, including murtrer and rape, concerning which the senator said he had
personal knowledge.
"With the solemn declaration that
we do not wish to make war on 'the
Mexican nation or people," said Senator Fall, "that it is not our purpose
to acquire territory, upset their laws,
nor overturn their constitution, and an
invitation to the masses of the Mexican people to
with us, we
should immediately direct the use of
the land and naval forces of this
government for the protection of our
citizens and. other foreigners in Mexico and lend their assistance to the
restoration of order and maintenance
of peace in that unhappy country. "I may .cite authority after authority- and pile precedent on. precedent
as justification under international
law for such action, but I shall only
read from the message of the martyred McKinley, with only the suggestion
that we insert the name 'Mexico in
lieu oj that of Cuba or Spain."
Mr. Fall read a portion of President
McKInley's famous war message, and
then referred to president Wilson's
refusal last autumn to transmit information relative to Mexico to tho senate on the ground that it was incompatible with the, public Interest,
"Lincoln though, it not incompatible with the public interests to fully
inform the senate concerning communications between this government
and that of France," said he.
"Grover Cleveland thought it not in
compatible with the public interest to
forward to this body all papers and
correspondence concerning the arrest,
death, and so forth, of'Various Ameri
cans In Cuba, as will be seen by ref
erence to his special message."
Senator Fall, picturing conditions in
Mexico, Included a vid statement he
had received today from Emeterio De
la Garza, who came to Washington
last year in the Interest of the Huerta
government From De la Anna's letter Senator Fall read: .'.V':?
'"Those who now rule in Mexico,
both at the Aztecan capital and that
of the resolution, are by their bloody
deeds a legion of intoxicated demons,
who are) courting flat failure.' " ,
A large part of the letter, which
followed that, was a detailed attack
on President Wilson's Mexican policy.
"'Tho government and the revolution, both of them, are unhealthy and
have gone mad, as their aim is none
other than to thwart civ'iination and
establish barbarism,'" tho senator
read, from the letter
Mr. Fall called up a resolution introduced last summer but una,ctod on,
re affirming a plank in the democratic
platform of 1912 as follows:
"The constitutional right of American citizens should protwt them on
our borders and go with thorn throughout the world, and every American citizen residing or having property in
any foreign country is entitled to and
must bo given the full protection o
thfi United States government both
for himself and his property."
fie quoted opinions of mternauonal
law to justify intervention, not tor
;!- lut for p'of ctun
i

INVASION

AESESTEO

IS URGED TO CALL
OUT THE MILITIA TO STOP

MANY AMERICAN

CITIZENS HAVE BEEN
TALLY TREATED

t

n

LIST

KELLY"

LEADER OF THE MOB AND EIGH
TEEN FOLLOWERS ARE PUT

IS NOTACONQUEST

road, at theirVnnuaj meeting here tomorrow, are expitoted to give their
approval to tbelbfggest piece of rail
road financing Cijat has taken place
in several years. The pmn is to au
thorize a mortgage to secure bonds
to be issued from time to time when
and as approved by the stockholders
to an amount not in excess of the
outstanding capital stock. Under the
terms of the mortgage, the company
woultt at the present time be authorized to issue a total of $600,000,000 of
bonds, while the maximum would be
raised correspondingly by( any addition to the amount of stock out. It
is understood, however, that the company has no intention of issuing
bonds under the new mortgage immediately.
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HE SAYS MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
SHOULD BE TOLD ACTION

RAILROAD "STOCKHOLDERS MEET
Philadelphia, Pa., March 9. The
stockholders pf the Pennsylvania rail-
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COPPER BUSINESS BETTER
New York March 9. The statement
of
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Waco, Tex., March 9. The
and Traders' warehouse, contain
hale of cotton, valued at
6,000
ing
$120,000, caught, fire late today and a
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RESULT

Washington, March 9. President
expects a full report frorrt
Governor Colquitt and American Con
sul Garrett as to the manner in which,
the body of Clemente Vergara, aw.
American citizen killed in Mexico, t
returned to American eoiL
After reading news despatches, soruo?
saying Texas rangers had crossed into
Mexico and had availed themselves of"
permission by tha Mexican federal authorities to American Consul Garrett
to recover the body, the president
and Secretary Bryan conferred et
length. The president said afterward:
that no official information had been
received; that be doubted very mucH
whether Consul Garrett had any permission to take the body, and that
await a full report from Governor Colquitt before making any continent.
The president pointed out that the
Huerta government hart supplied
information about Vergara, declaring
simply that it would investigate, but
expressing the opinion that Vergara
bad joined
Consul Garrett's dispatches have eMd V;---.
gara came to his death at the hand
of Mexican federals.
The president had farther advice:?
today about the inquiry being niaus by
the constitutionalists into tha recant
execution of W. S. Benton, a Brit.Vls
subject On the subject of profectio.m
of foreigners in Mexico, the presides!
indicated clearly thar the American- government would continue to usa its
good offiees-i- n
behalf of subjects of
those powers which had recognize-.the Tluerta government and could not,.
therefore, deal with tne constttntioij-alist- s.
No Information hag bees obtained as to whether General Carrsa-z- a
has altered his attitude of dea ;
to the United States the right i j i
quire for the welfare ef citizens c
Wilson
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own.
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ONE LONELY THIRST QUENCHER
LIKELY TO BE LICENSED
TO DEATH

SUBMITS
GENERAL
ATTORNEY
NEW MEXICO'S SIDE OF THE
BOUNDARY DISPUTE

N. M

March
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Santa Fe, March 9. Four thousand
The
Alamogordo,
Santa Fo, N. M., March
of brief has been submitted
pages
Santa Fe board of county commission- most serious and important matter
New Mexico's contentions
supporting
trustees
ers von a decided victory in the dis- which the hoard of town
Mexico boundary
in the Texas-Nemonthtrict, court lata Saturday before Judge had to consider at the regular
which has been
upon
hearing
dispute
reE. C. Abbott over the state author- ly meeting was a communication
in progress for months past Attorney
ities which had charged them with di- lating to a proposed reduction in the General Frank W. Clancy who closed
vers official misdoings and negligence. licenses which is now being paid fey the case for New Mexico in El Paso
The comThe ruling of Judge Abbott follow--! the Alamogordo saloon.
Saturday, arrived Some yesterday
cd soon after the findings of the grand munication was presented by Walter fairly tired out after the completion
of the strenuous- task of submitting
juries in Eddy and San Miguel counties, H. Reber, lessee and proprietor.
which exonerated county officials unThere is only one saloon in Alamo- such a mass of evidence. "Our case
der similar circumstances, and pre- cordo. and the condition which keeps is all in and so am I," said the at
cedes by a few days the hearing of this restriction in force is unlike that torney general when he arrived for
the suspended commissioners and obtaining In any other town in New a much needed rest. "Of the 4,000
cleric of Torrance county.
Improve pages of testimony fully 2,000 pages
Mexico. The Alamogordo
Judge E. C. Abbott sustained the de- ment company, the original owner of cover cross examination of witnesses."
Mr. Clancy said that the other Bide
murrers of the Santa Fe board of tho town site, sold every one of its
county commissioners against the pre- lots under a deed containing tne would probably begin early in April.
sentment of District Attorney Alexan- clause that liquor never should, under He declared he had no idea when the
der Read, based on the sworn report any circumstances, we Bold on the hearing would be over.
You Can Mail Your Gun
made by Traveling Auditor Howell premises; and in the event of the vio
Postmaster Pfleuger today received
The district attorney had, lation of this provision, the property
Earnest
a
a bulletin from the postoff ice departupon hi3 own motion, dismissed
should revert to the Alamogordo Im
ment at Washington informing the
more
serious
specificathe
of
number
provement company. Only one piece people who use the United States
tions.
which
of property in town i3 exempt,
in
The accusation against the county i3 famous "Mock 50," upon which the mails that articles sent to Uruguay
are confiscated.
commissioners fell luto three parts: one saloon has stood sinca the founding the ordinary mails
They must be sent by parcel post to
First: gross negligence or gross In- of the town.
get,
by the Uruguaian postal inspectthe
that
specifying
competency,
The Alamogordo Improvement com- ors.
hoard unlawfully autnorized and paid
The announcement is also made
pany leases this smoon privilege,
county warrants out of court house which includes the rent of the build- that firearms
may now he sent
and jail funds, and other warrants out
the con- through the mails, to Mexico, since
for
Reber
to
H.
Walter
ings,
of divers funds in violation of statute,
sideration of $3,000 a yenr. It is a President Wilson has permitted the
and further, that the board made ex
of the contract that the owner is shipping of these articles across the
cessive levies in both 1912 and 1013 part
the town license. Thus, when border.
to
pay
for the construction of various bridges
Postmasters Commissioned
town was incorporated and the
in the county. It further charged the the
These postmasters of the fourth
a
of
tax
$1,800
year
a
board
imposed
letting unlawfully of certain contracts
the effect was to class have been commissioned: Louis
for bridges, which contracts contained upon tho saloon,
K. Tripp of Levy, N. M., and Cather- Improvement
be- reduce the Alamogordo
provisions for payment for bridges
M. DuChanois of Taylor Springs,
in
revenue from this source
fore they were completed and provid- company's
N. M.
time ago the
ed for the Issuing of certificates of to $1,200 a year. Some
Decision This Spring
indebtedness bearing interest at 8 company filed a petition to have the
That the Interstate commerce comlicense reduced to $1,200, the board mission will arrive at a decision about
per cent on deferred payments.
that
in
in
office,
declining to make any reduction. The April or May in the matter of the New
Second: Corruption
the board knowingly, intentionally company takes the stand that $1,800 Mexico freight rate cases, hearing of
and corruptly padded the assessment a year is a prohibitive license to pay, which was held In Albuquerque by
rolls with a view to raising the classi- even though there is monopoly; while Commissioner Clements recently, is
fication of Santa Fe county for the the board of trustees holds the oppo the news brought from Washington by
State Corporation Commissioner Hugh
purpose of increasing salaries under site view.
Mr. Reber, the lessee and proprietor, II. Williams who interviewed members
proposed salary bills passed by the
legislature and vetoed ty the gover said In his communication that unless of tho commission while at the capi-tanor. This charge set out three dis the board could reduce the license to
That the state commission is continct acts, wherein it was alleged that $1,200 a year', the doors of the place
the board raised assessments or would be closed. The saloon was tinuing its good woi-- s is shown by the
changed assessments so asto pad the closed for a few weeps, in 1910, during fact that the Santa- - Fe company has
mils to the extent of a controversy between the saloon and just ordered an electric lighted
aibout $750,000.
a previous board, ana In that short smoker on the Lamy branch in addiThird': The board is charged with time many "bootleggers" actively plied tion to the electric lighted coach, both
secured through the work of the comfailing, neglecting and refusing to dis their
graft It is 'believed that if the
charge duties of their office in omit saloon closes, "bootlegging" wiil be re- mission.
The commission has obtained for
ting or neglecting to publish abstracts sumed aud will bring about most unthe Lindauer Mercaatlle company of
The last sub-d- i
of their proceedings.
desirable conditions. A great many Denver
from the Western Union Television of the third accusation charges
have expressed the opinion that in
to
a refund of $25. Mr.
and
company
graph
failure
with
neglect
hoard
tie
the event of closing on account of a Lindauer it appears wired east for a
perform their duties in that they fail- high license, a
prohibition election 2ft by 20 tarpaulin; the telegram was
ed to require verification of a large
will bo- called and the soloon voted scrambled and he got one twice the
number of accounts before allowing
out, to stay out
Something of a size wanted. Mr. Williams took the
them during 1912 and 1913.
re- matter up with General Manager Mo- The prosecution was based on pro- hardship on the town board will
in
the
at
for
the
Clintock of ttie Western Union at
sult,
least,
present
1909.
visions of Chapter 36, Laws of
Denver.
loss
revenue
of
a
which
$1,800
year
Ortiz
Jose
Pino,
The respondents,
y
Marshal's Force Scattered
was derived from the saloon license.
Esqulpula tjiron and George KinselL
The
United States marshal's office
This
almost
total
the
represents
R.
through their attorneys. Judge B.
baa deputies at work just now all
amount
revenue
collected
the
of
C.
by
Charles
and
B.
A.
Renehan
Wright,
over the tate. Some have gone to
Catron, demurred to each and every town, with the exception of the
arrests and others to serve pamake
litax
and
the
demursprinkling
occupation
part of the accusation, thetr
in
pers
forthcoming suits. Carlos
rer being filed February 20. After ar- cense. The matter must toe decided
Cramer
has
gone to Gallup and will
gument, the district attorney, Alexan- b ythe fourteenth 'of the month, when be home
Alfredo Delgado is
today.
der Read, and his assistant, J. J. Her- the present license expires. Whatever
Taos and is not expected home
ia
up
ring, dismissed all but two of the the result, it will he one of the most for several
days. Manuel Baca, is
specifications of paragraph 1 of the important problems that the town of down at Rodeo, not very far from the
v
accusation.
Alamogordo has ever' had to solve.
.border and when he returns the office
The' court held that the remaining
force expects to hear some thrilling
1
two specifications of paragraph
Farmers and others who live at a stories of the revolution. J. R.
are insufficient All of the second par- distance from a drug store should keep
has gone to Roswell, The Unit
in the house a .bottle of BALLARD'S
agraph of the accusation, which re- SNOW LINIMENT. It
ed States marshal, A H. Hudspeth,
needed
be
may
lated to a charge of corruption in of- at any time for cuts, wounds, sores, is also away. He was called to Texas
fice by padding the rolls, was dimissed sprains and rheumatism. It Is a pow- some time ago
by the death of his
by the district attorney, who stated erful healing and penetrating remedy. father. Mr. Newcomer Is away on a
2oc, 50c and $1.00 per bottle, gold
that he had investigated the facts Price
leave of absence. He is supposed ,to
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
which were submitted to him in the
be somewhere around the Mediterransworn affidavit, and that he fomul the
CHAMPIONSHIP ean. Deputy Marshal Rose Is the only
same untrue.
New York,, March 9. Billiard en one at home, but with the return of
As to the third paragraph of the ac- thusiasts are showing the keenest the federal 3udge, William IL Pope,
cusation, relating to charge of failure kind of Interest in the match to begin this week, the deputise who have been
and neglect and refusal to publish the here tomorrow night .between Alfred in the field are expected to arrive in
proceedings was held insufficient by De Oro and Fred Eames. The contest a bunch.
the court to require the respondents will be for the Jordan Lambert troImpossible to Catch Elk
n
New Mexico will I'kely receive no
to answer, the court, however, permit- phy, emblematic of the
ting the district attorney to amend championship, which is now held by eik from the government this year,
;
De Oro.
if he elects.
according to State Warden Trinidad
C. de Baca, who has just returned
The effect of this opinion by Judge
Abbott is to dispose of the first two
Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely from a trip north to accompany a conthoroughly cleansing and al- signment of animals to New Mexico.
effective,
to
and
paragraphs of the accusation
In action. They contain
ways
pleasant
permit the district attorney to redraXt blue flag, are a remedy for constipa- Snow In Montana whence the elk were
the specific charges wnich allege that tion and sluggish liver, and a tonlo to to be transferred has been very lightj
the county commissioners
failed the bowels, which are improved by and few of the animals nave come
and neglected or refused to perform their use. Try them. They do not down where it is possible to catch
to pive relief and satisfaction. O. them. Mr. de Baca in Denver met
the duties of their office by reason of fail Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
Colorado State Game Warden Shinn
the failure and neglect to. publish an Store. Adv.
who stated that the 28 elk received in
abstract of their proceedings as rewera not part of the bunch to
quired by Soefion G94 of the Compiled TO TRY ALLEGES WIFE SLAYER Denver
be
the state of Colorado but a
9.
case
of
given
March
The
la
Ceokulc,,
Laws of 1897.
Matthias M. O'Donnell, under indict- separate shipment for placing in Denment for first degree murder, is to be ver parks. Mr. de Baca made arrangeTo Cure a Cold in One Day
TfaliP LAXATIVR TiKOMO QUININE brought to trial here this week. ments with Mr. Shinn for stocking
Tabled. rirn;iKt3 refund money if O'Donell, who is a laborer, is alleged the New Mexico fish hatchery.
Factory for Tucumcarl
if fdlls to cure. 13. W. GROVE '3 sig- to have killed his- wife by heating her
The Volcanic Soap Manufacturing
to death on January 8, last
nature is on each bos. 2"c Adv.
9.
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$15 CI

America1':
The fabrics in these

laDllCS

remarkable $15.00
clothes for men are warranted all
woo!. They are the newest style
conceptions in weave and color, and
are typical of highest grade textiles.

Manufacture IZ
is made in a real sun-l- it
model
these
of
wearer
The
$ 5.00
factory.
1

clothes is assured of clean workmanship amidst ideal conditions.
Hand tailored throughout, these
clothes have our endorsement as
to satisfactory service, additional to
the makers'.

Created on Fifth
av enue, new

Fashions

York, America's fashion center.
Frankel Fifteen styles are metropolitan and representative of the
mosf modern' cut in clothing for
men. If it's new you'll find it in a
Frankel Fifteen.
We warrant
every item
sold in our store, and the Frankel
Fifteen guarantee appearing on the
sleeve of each coat is simply the
backing up of the maker of his own
product You are safe when you
buy a Frankel Fifteen.

Guarantee

LOOK FOR TH5S LABEL ON
D. SLEEVE
GUARANTEED
TO C..VE 60OO SHRViCE
OR A NWag-FRE- E

E

OF THE

l

POPULAR

r

FRANKEL FIFTEEN

MODELS

r

SYSTEM)

0.

.

FtFTM Ave:., A'. Y.

WHERE YOUR.
SPRING STOCKS AHE NOW READY-CO$15.00 BUYS GREATEST VALUE.S.
ME

SENW ALB & S

3

i

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

LAS VEGAS LEADING STORE

L

:

Gal-ush-

THREE-CUSHIO-

'

three-cushio-

.

company with .headquarters at Tucuin-car- i
has iled Incorporation papers
with an authorized capital of $100,000
and C. C Davidson named as statutory
agent. The incorporators are C C.
Harned of Amarillo, B. R, Jones of
Tiicumcari and C. C. Davidson. The
company will manufacture sanitary
preparations and it is understood will
make use of much of the natural
pumice obtained in New Mexico.
.

Delegates

Appointed

Governor William C McDonald has
appointed the following delegates to
the fifth annual meeting of the Negro
convention
National
Educational
which meets in Oklahoma City July
7 to 10-A B. Montgomery, W. W.
S. W.; Henry of Albuquerand
Jasper
que; D. W. Anderson, William Vaughn
and H. C. Kerr of Santa Fe; William
Johnsok of Raton, G. G. Baty of Las
Graces, Milton Burns, Montgomery
'Bell and James Black of Las Vegas.
Taxes Collected to Date
Taxes collected m various counties
are as follows: McKrnley, 1913,
Guadalupe, 1913, $17,244.62;
Colfax, 1910' and prior, $428.18; 1911,
$148.40; 1912, $952.48; 1913, $4,325.82.
Eddy, 1910 and prior, $20.92; 1911,
$80.36; 1912, $649.22. Sandoval, 1910
and prior, $44.56; 1911, $35.02; 1912,
$72.56 ;v 1913, $862.44.
Luna, 1911,
$13.39; 1912, $48.72; 1913, $1,528.55.
Grant, 1910 and prior, $90.66; 1911,
$220.70; 1912 $500.11; 1913, $3,097.74.

Offers $1Dfcholarshlp
President J. MailW the Dartmouth
College Alummy al Viation of the
Great Divide or til Rocky mountain
region, has wrjtterlAe state department of public inl Jctlon announcing the offer of a s parship of $140
to the New Mexico tudent for highest marks In the freshman year at
Dartmouth.
McCanna Appointed Regent
Governor McDonald this afternoon
appointed P. F. McCanna of Albuquerque a member of the board of regents
of the State Agricultural college.

States and Canada for the purpose cf
conference.
holding a
The meeting is said fo "be the first of
its precise nature in the history of
the labor movement In America. The
purpose is not to transact any of the
business that comes before the regular conventions of the association,
but to consider questions of general
policy and to agree upon systematic
The Forty Year Teat
plans to better the condition of the
An article must have exceptional local branches of the organization and
merit to survive for a period of forty their individual membership.
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public in 1872.
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until It has
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
attained a world wide reputation. You cough or cold may save you both sickwill find nothing better for a cough or ness and money.t F. F. Monahan,
"I am exposed
cold. Try it and you will understand
Wis., says:
why It is a favorite after a period of to all kinds of weather and I find Fomore than forty years. It nob only ley's Honey and Tar Compound always
gives relief it cures. For sale by all fixes me up in good shape when i
catch cold or have a bad cough. I
dealers. Adv.
recommend It gladly." Refuse all substitutes. 0. G. schaefer and Red
MACH i N I STS"l N CONFERENCE
Cross Drug Store. Aav.
St Louis, Mo., March 9. The general officers, organizers and business TERRY M'GOVERN'S BIRTHDAY
agents of the International Associa;
New York, March. 9. Forsaken by
tion of Machinists gathered here to- all his old friends excepting the memday from every part of the United bers of his own immediate family,
FOUNDERS'

DAY

AT STANFORD

Stanford University, Cal., March 9.
Founders' day was celebrated at
Leland Stanford, Jr., university today
with an interesting program of exercises. The annual oration was delivered by Judge William W, Morrow,
of the United States circuit court of
appeals.

Men-omoni-

'

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00
...

Terry McGovern, once the idol of
American ring followers passed bi3
thirty-fift- h
birthday today in the
to which he was recently committed by order of the court, - After
he lost the featherweight champion,
ship title to Young Corbett in 1901
McGovem fell a victim to the lure of
the white lights along Broadway and
his snug little fortune was soon dissipated. Of late years he has earned
a precarious living at odd jobs, when
he has not been confined in some retreat for the cur of the liquor habit
m

Chronic Stomach Troubl Cured
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a triflet
"About one year ago," says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but nona
or them were of any lasting (benefit"
.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
....
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J. M. Cunningham, Preside
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D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.'
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INTEREST PAID ON T INI IS DEPOSITS
a

LAS VEGAS S AVIBJGS
;

HOME DOCTORS
is what women are called who all over
tbis broad- land make their annual
collections of roots and herbs, and

1

1.

rirr

SELF-RELIAN-

rely 'upon recipes which our pioneer
mothers found depennable for differ-en- t
family ailments. In one of these
recipes, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound had its origin arid so successful has it proved that there is
hardly a city, town or hamlet In Amer- ca where some woman who has been
restored to health by its use doss not
desire. Adv.
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h

game than any other manager in the
That's not peeause he has
business.
a swelled head, but because he has

unlimited confidence in himself, withit is impossible to be a
TO
success in any undertaking.
e
He was responsible for the
rule. I think It was against
Cuppy of Cleveland that he fouled off
14 balls in once at' tat and did it
purposely, either to tire Cuppy or to
SAYS NEW make him put one where he wanted it.
DETROIT MANAGER
YORK GIANT PILOT IS MAN
d like to qualify the assertion that
OF BRAINS
he was responsible for the rule. A lot
of other batters tried jt with more or
The following article by Hugh Jen- less success and not only delayed the
"
nings, of which Manager McGraw of game but gummed the cards. But
taken
when Mao was determined to keep on
the Giants is the subject, was
from the New York World:
fouling until the got what he wanted
To say John J. McGraw has been, a jhe had the faculty oi doing it so ar'brilliant success In baseball is not tistically that It was treat to behold.
He was bom In the little hamlet of
original. I might omtt repeat!' g It
on the same theory that a country Truxton in the northwestern section
editor omitted writing the story of a of New York state, and his first occupation was newsboy on a Northern
big fire.
"What's the use of describing the Central train between Cortland ana
conflagration?" said the editor. "Ev Elmira. Laying over in Elmira from
first
3
erybody in town knows aiout it 11 a. m. until p. m. ne got his
of
the
baseball
with
hoys
in
lesson
saw
it."
all
They
could
Cf.
incident
when
he
an
that
neighborhood,
Twenty years ago
curred which has stuck in my mem- have buried himself m a dime novel
ory. Mao and T were attending St In a corner of the sttaion till train
'
Bonaventure's College, Alleghany, N. time.
Ht used to practice pitching f.y
Y., that winter. A week before our
time to leave for practice with, the throwing stones, when he didn't have
Baltimore Orioles, on which ,he play- a ball, against a water tank, and his
ed third and yours truly short, we first baseball position was with Olean,
got a tip that our classmates had N. Y., as a pitcher. He was with the
invaded
chipped in to present each of us with first American team that
He at
on
on
a
Cuba
Mac
cane.
got
trip.
barnstorming
busy
a
his speech of acceptance, and after tracted the attention of Captain Anson
he had it memorized, made me the of the old Chicago Nationals, but did
audience. I'll never forget how seri- not begin to shine until he went to
was
ously he stood at the head of the bed. Baltimore with Ned Hanlon and
sacker.
Daniel
a
made
thira
Webster,
regular
I sat at the foot
It was an Inspiration to me to play
in his famous oration at Bunker Hill,
tad nothing on our little Napoleon, Bhort on bis left. He was the Inspira
and if I got a million I couldn't keep tion of all the other players as well,
by his quick and good judgment, agmy face straight.
be
as
as
"I'm not half
you'll
gressiveness and abiliiy, I ha I unfunny
when you get up to talk," he said, "If usual chances to observe his charac
teristics on and off the field when we
you don't frame up a speech,"
time
were on the Orioles and indulging in
when
!ame,
my
True enough,
I fell back on the old stuff, that I winter schooling, and he sized up at
was too full for utterance. While I all times to the finest instincts of a
wasn't nervous, I couldn't think. After thorough gentleman.
I have ho hesitation in passing
I sat down, I remembered many things
acMac's
but
said,
have
these
I
bouquets to him while he is still
that might
ceptance rolled off his tongue' like In the heyday of his success. Better
water off a duck's back. Thrice or that he should hear them now than
more he stalled, as if seeking the wait till his ears are closed and the
right word although ne had it learn- most fragrant flowers of admiring
ed by heart. The stalling was Inten- friends will not be aeon by sightless
tional, and, I suspect, done to make eyes.
His career furnished a standard
believe it was impromptu,
What was worth doing was worth tor the young American boy. He
of made his'own advantages and did not
doing well. That was the secret
ot wait for something to turn up. By
is
the
eecret
That
his preparation.
his success. Watch the . .Giants on good living, intelligent action and
their next training trip. As has been quick use of the endowments his
done in the past, he will be at the Creator gifted him with, he cut his
head of the brigade, practicing like a way to the front rank of players and
mailer, just as religiously as a new managers in baseball.
player trying to make the regular
They say he rules his players with
team, or ' an old one to keep from an Iron hand, hut you will observe
that none of them Hkes to leave New
clipping back. ;
He was at St. Bonaventure's one York. If he is firm, ne is Just, and
season ahead of me, and was the he wants no man to do more work
cause of getting me started. It would than he Is willing to do himself. His
not be a breach of confidence to say conduct on the ball field Is a model.
that neither of us had many early ad- There, Is nothing of the dress parade
vantages in schooling; so when we about him. He stands on the side
were at Alleghany we had to take lines like a Sphinx, but the newspa
cur places with boys In the Latin per reports indicate that the does not
class.'
always act like a Spnlnx. When It
That might discourage a great comes to delivering himself of a few
many. I had some misgivings as to well chosen remarks to the umpire or
how I should be able to stand it, but any other object of his wrath, he goes
not after I had the benefti of his ex- to it In about the same fashion that
.
ample. He had the faculty of sub-- he balled me out in our room at St
the
to
Bonaventure's when ue was practis
ordinating himself completely
condition ot affairs. It would havej ing his gold cane speech and I w
been an easy matte for two grown-- , smirking:
wps to become the laughing stock of a
crowd of boys, hut Mac had won the
respect of the boys in the previous
season, and Instead of toeing the butt
of any of their Jokes, ;exercised a
sobering Influence on them, and they
took more interest In their work,
Old Wounds Often Bother
I ascribe his success to industry,
Many Years After.
perseverance and the ability to think
and act in the right way at the right
time. We used to drill the boys at
the college in baseball and he was
then as insistent on drilling them
right as if they were going into the
world's series.
His nerves were of steel In a
(pinch. I'll not forget a game between
Baltimore and Washington along
about 1895.
We came to the bat In the last half
of the ninth with Washington one run
to the good. Brodie, our first man, up,
People who hare bwn poulticing and an"
an old Bore for years and years
drove out a single; Rettz got a base notating
marvel at the way it heals quickly atter
S.
8.
S.
up
using
moving
sacrificed,
oa balls, Clarke
When you come to realize that the skin
both runners. Not having any pinch and the flesh beneath are composed of a
hitters in those days, Hotter, our network of tiny blood vessels you solve the
Win Mercer, mystery.
There are wonderful medicinal properties
(pitcher, struck out
In S. 8. S. that follow the course of the
pitching for Washington, heaved a blood streams Just as naturally ns the most
nourishing food elements.
sigh, thinking victory was his.
It is really a remarkatile remedy. It
"Heres' where the test comes,'
contains one Ingredient, the active purpose
which is to stimulate the tissues to the
take
of
"You'd
better
yelled Mae.
selection of its own essential nu'
a chance on me than ftust to luck on benlthy
triment. And the medicinal elements of
blood purifier are just as
matchless
this
Keeler."
health as the
ssential to
With the count two and two Mac nutritious elements of the meats, grains,
our dully food.
of
and
fats
suj?arg
ehot a fast one over Scrappy Joyce's
Not one drop of minerals or dntirs is
S. S. ,S.
.feid at third "and both Brodie and used In its preparation. Ask for
having it. And if
and
just insist upon
Iteitz scored the tying aa well as the
you desire skillful advice and counsel upon
any matter concerning the blood and skin,
whining runs.
to the medical department, The Swift
T think I can say without being write
Specific Co., 210 Swift laboratory, Atlanta,
offensive that Mie ia cf the opinion
Do not allow some jealous clerk to larrup
over something
that, he is the best manager in the the atmosphere in eloquence
S.
Iteware of al'
hBffhiefss and knows more about, the "just as good" as a S.
Subst Suites.
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SUGGEST

ADVENTURES OF KATHLYN"

out which

TRIBUTE

STATUE

FOR A FRENCH

foul-strik-

'

,

'

Win-,Rie-

d

Ml l;10

record-breakin-

ADMIRAL

M'GRAW

igold-heade- d

centers of
the middle west, including Chicago,
Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis, Milwaukee,
Omaha,
Minneapolis and
"1
Kansas City, are sending their
Buffalo's
large delegations.
central location is also expected to
attract a
attendance
of the tenpln knights from the eastern cities and from Canada. In addition, several cities of the south are
sending their star teams, while the MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUO
Pacific coast section Is to be repreCESSFUL IRRIGATION ARE
sented in the competitions by the
OVERLOOKED
San Francisco bowlers who have been
making an eastern tour.
That New Mexico has flowing water
sufficient to irrigate more than "2,(.-00- 0
acres instead of less than 500,000
HIT BACH
IF
acres under cultivation now on Irri
gated farms appears certain from tho
AND ST01IACII SOURS computation of stream meaauremen.6
for the year 1913 completed this forenoon by the hydrographic survey and
A
"RAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" ENDS STOM-AC- filed with State Engineer Jamfs
French in Santa Fe.
MISERY, INDIGESTION
At Farmington alone the San Juaa
IN 5 MINUTES
last year carried more than 1,500,000
If what you just ate is souring on acre feet, and the Animas half a milyour stomach or lies like a lump of lion acre feet. The water power flow
to waste Is figured at more tha'i a
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch ing
horse power.
million
eructate
and
sour, undigested
gas
Stream measurements were taken
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste regularly by automatic devices during
In mouth and stomach headache, you 1913, the state legislature having ap
can get blessed relief in five minutes. propriated sufficient funds and tha
Ask your pharmacist to show you United States geological survey co
the formula, plainly printed on these operating, the work being done under
fifty-cecases of Pape's Diapepsin, the supervision of Hydrographic Eagk
then you will understand why dys- neer Glenn A. Gray. The compilation,
furnishes-thmost accurate and com
peptic troubles of all kinds must go,
plete figures as to the available
and why they relieve sour,
waters
of New Mexico In every county
minstomachs or indigestion In five
utes. "Pape's Diapepsin" Is harmless; thus far compiled.
An adequate and accurate idea of
tastes like candy, though each dose
will digest and prepare for assimila- the great amount of water available
tion Into the blood all the food you for storage and irrigation in New
eat; besides, it makes you go to the Mexico is given in the report of tht
table with a healthy appetite; but, stream measurements for 1913, comwhat will please you most, is that you pleted this forenoon by Hydrographle
will feel that your stomach and intes- Engineer Glenn A. Gray, the compu
tines are clean and fresh, and you will tations having just been finished and ,
not need to resort to laxatives or liver filed with the state engineer.
Every stream system of the state.
pills for biliousness or constipation.
This city will have many "Pape's including the Arkansas, the Colorado;
Alamo- Diapepsin" cranks, aa some people the Rio Grande, the Mimbres,
will call them, but you will be en- gordo and Gila is covered. Among
thusiastic about this splendid stomach the important deductions is that on
preparation, too, If yon ever take It such streams as the Red river, tha
for Indigestion, gases, heartburn, sour- total flow never reached the Rio
treness, dyspepsia, or any stomach mis- Grande. These figures are of
those
mendous
to
planimportance
ery.
Get some now, this minute, and rid ning irrigation development, and into comyourself of stomach troubla and indi- vestment. It Is interesting
run-of- f
Rio
Grands
of
the
the
pare
gestion in five minutes. Adv.
and the San Juan, for instance, tha
San Juan carrying three times aa
"MADE IN NEBRASKA" SHOW
much water as the Rio Grande at
Lincoln, Neb., March 9. The first
as much
"Made in Nebraska" show opened In Embudo, or more than twice
Marci&L
as
San
Rio
at
Grande
the
the auditorium in this city today and
Remarkable is the amount of water
will continue through the week. Practhat flows by Farmmgton 2,200,000
tically all of the leading manufactur
ers of Nebraska are represented lri acre feet last year. The Canadian,
the display and all indications point which recorded a flood of 97.000 acre
to a successful and profitable exhib feet on June 12, had only 250,000 acre
feet to its credit at Logan last year.
,
i
ition.
The fine flow of the streams in Taoa
county is also apparent, while that
A pain In the side or hack that
catches you when you straighten up of streams like the Mimbres attd tho
cal)" for a rubbing application of BAL Arroyo Hondo, Santa Fe county, ia
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes very disappointing.
the contracted muscles and permits
motion without Buffering or inconvenience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
WANTED Clean cotton rag
1
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.
Adv.
Optic office.
of the important bowling

FIFTH CHAPTER OF "HIE

NAVY OFFICIALS SAY THIS
TION OWES DE 'gRASSE A
DEBT OF GRATITUDE

1
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SCENE FROM "THE
OF KATHLYN"
ADVENTURER
The fifth installment of "The Ad- and thenV it is captured by Ahmed,
venture's of Kathlyn'' will be the at- who seeking the message at once takes
traction tonight and tomorrow night, it to Bructi Ths resourceful Ameriat the Photoplay and Browne thea- can consults w.'ch Ramabai, and they

ters., This interesting continued story
by films is drawing large crowds upon
the presentation of each "chapter."
The synopsis of tho two reels to be
shown tonight is as follows: ,
First Reel
"With Kathlyn's revelation of herself as a slave, Prince Umballah, her
purchaser, has her Imprisoned in. the
dungeon of the royal palace. There
she finds her father whom she was
led to believe had been dead. That
worthy gentleman, enraged, tries with
his bare hands to end the life of the
hateful Umballah, who intrudes upon
their presence, but is dragged away
by his retainers. This is brought
about when Umballah informs Kathlyn that she Is to be the favorite of
his harem. This so infuriates Colonel
Hare that he is about to strangle the
dusky prince, when Kathlyn implores
him not to stain his hands with blood.
Umballah staggers to his feet, furious
with' rage, leaves the place vowing
vengeana, promising to return with
the executioner to publicly flog his
prisoner. As he staggers up the steps
in the corridor of the palace he encounters Bruce, the American hunter,
who has found his way into that laby- rinth in search of Kathlyn. Umballah
suspects him, questions him and then
orders him taken from the palace. In
the throne room Umballah finds his
councillors, makes hif. complaint, and
it Is agreed thit Colonal Hare must
suffer for tampering with his sacred
person.
A big baboon escapes from confinement and in prying about perches
upon the prison window in the very
cell in which Kathlyn and her father
are confined. This alert young woman conceives the Idea ot communicating with the outer world, sending
by it a message to its keeper so that
Ahmed will get it and further their
plans for escape. She ripa the Insole
from her shoe, and writes with the
colonel's Indellblle. pencil, "In the
palace prison. Help. Kathlyn." She
ties this about the neck of the monkey
'

conclude toHve an elephant up to
tba prison window and pull out the
bars. This is done, and so much of
the masonry comes free that Kathlyn
easily escapes through the opening;
but Colonel Hare, securely chained to
the pillar in his prison, is unablei to
get away. (,He tells his daughter to
leave, as fortune, will free him. So
she. reluctantly hurries away to the
Hare bungalow In the jungle of
as the scene dims.
Al-lah-

'

Second Reel

Kathlyn's safety having been secured, she Immediately begins planning
how to release her father. The first
move in this project is to secure Umballah by strategy. They accomplish
this with the aid of the fascinating
Pundita, who pretends to have turned
against Kathlyn and assumes to wish
to effect her capture. Umhallah, disarmed by rage, immediately starts out
in quest of his prey. On arriving at
the bungalow, ha rushes into the
room, but suddenly finds the door
barred behind him by Kathlyn, who
ia holding a leopard in leash. Thus
they take advantage of his fear, and
he is forced to sign a release for
Colonel Hare from the palace prison..
Having secured this important document, Bruce, Kathlyn and Pundita,
leaving Umballah guarded by the
leopard, rush to their elephant with
their Impedimenta and start to a rendezvous in the jungle where they are
to meet Colonel Hare, who is to come
when released through the medium
of Umballah'8 message.
Umballah, having finally affected
his escape with great difficulty, returns to the palace, hut too late. The
messenger has filed his order, the
prisoner has been released, and well
on his way toward the coast. The
vengeful Parsee prince, however, is
not to be bo easily Outwitted, and
starts his retainers on dromedaries to
intercept the flight of the Americana.
Umballah, coming up with the rear
of the procession, takes a long distance shot and wounds Kathlyn,

"If you don't like ," he said, givJack Dillon vs. Jade Lester, 10
rounds, at Denver.
ing me the Silk O'Loughlin sign
quick jerk of thumlb over right shoulWednesday
der "you have the privilege of getJohnny Kiibana vs. Johnny Dundee,
6 rounds, at Philadelphia.
ting out."
Gilbert Gallant vs. Danny O'Brien,
By the way, Mac, have you got that
cane yet? I never wore mine a great 15 rounds, at Salt Lake City.
.
deal.
Thursday
Central states lnterscholastic basketball championships begin at Evans-toJust Flight for Backache and
111.
Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough
World's amateur and professional
ly effective for backache, rheumatism, roller
skating championships begin in
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recom Detroit.
mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
Opening of annual bench show of
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist Nashville Kennel Club, Nashville,
recommended Foley Kidney pills for Tenn.
pains in my hack, and before I finishWillie Rit hie'ivs. Ad Wolgaat, 10
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
rounds, at I Wwavkee.
disappeared."
h Friday
Onenlnp a.niual bench show of
:
Genessee iT !p0ey Kennel Club, Rc-' CALENDAR OF
SPORTS FOR
Chester, K ne
THE COMING WEEK
& basketball
Kansas
champion- ship tournament opens at Newton,
Kansas.
Monday
Saturday
Annual championship tournament
Women's national indoor championof American Bowling congress opens ship tournament opens in New York
in Buffalo.
city.
National Class A 18.2 balkllne chamAnnual indoor track and field meet
pionship tournament opens in New of Missouri Athletic club, at St, Louis.
York city.
Annual Indoor meet of Cincinnati
Stanley Cup and world's champion- Amateur Athletic Federation, at Cinship hockey matches begin at Mon- cinnati.
treal.
Annual indoor track and field meet
Battling Levinsky vs, Jim Coffey, 10 of Military Athletic League, at New
rounds, ia New York city.
York.
Annual tournament for Polo AssoTuesday
Alfred De Oro vs. Fred Eames, at ciation southern circuit cup begins
n
New York, for
billiard at Camden, S. C,
championship.
i ""M" ?"c
Georges Can ' '
International wrestling tournament Coy, 20 rounds, at Tans, Fi ance.
at Madison Square Garden, New York.
Opening of annual bench show of
Take TTfRrTV: fir tea .
i,
' i
rSioux Falls Kennel club, Sioux Falls, relieves the t- - 'n In n
S. 3D.
forces the fermented tnattr w?
ml
n'o t!
.Frankle Burns vs. C.rover llayea, causes the
where it is expelled. Price uCc.
19 rounds, at Oakland, Cal.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
'
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Franklin D. Roosevelt, assistant
secretary of the navy, believes that
Admiral Compte de Grasse of the
French navy, actually saved the life
of the struggling American nation toward the close of the revolutionary
war and that on this account America
owes him a monument in recognition
of' his services. Mr. Roosevelt is a
great student of naval history and
he recalls this particular early chapter of it In speaking of the growing
appreciation of the ract vnat navies
have been the deciding element In all
great wars.
The Navy League of the United
States and the Sons of the Revolution, two great patriotic societies,
agree with ivlr. Roosevelt in both con
tentions. Both have alligned them
selves in favor of an appropriate
state to Admiral de Grasse. Mr.
Roosevelt in a recent address to the
Sons of the Revolution told the story
of this vital If forgotten chapter in
American history. Ho said:
"The capture of Cornwallis in 1781
would not have been possible without the
of the French
fleet. This wing of the. British army
had then been successfully operating
against tie colonists through the
This force, however, was gradually weakening because of the natural casualties of long operations in
war. So Cornwallis advanced into
Virginia with the Idea) of an ultimate
union with the Britrsh forces In New
York. The British had had command
of the seas and had been thus enabled to transfer aid from one force
to the other.
"Washington and Rochambeau appreciated this advantage and wanted,
above all things, to isolate one of
those armies and concentrate their
attack upon It This isolation depended on command of the seas. Tbey sent
dispatches to Admiral Francois' Joseph Paul de Grasse, then anchored
at Cape Haytlen, In the West Indies,
where he had been maneuvering
against the British under Rodney.
"Degrasse decided, on his own In
itiative,, to move against the Chesa
peake and isolate Cornwallis. With
every available ship, with 3,500 troops
on board for Rocheambeau, he sailed
at once. He anchored at Lynnhaven
Roads on August SO, 1781. When
Graves, of the Britisn fleet, arrived at
the Chesapeake a little later he found
de Grasse in readiness. De Garras,
with additional French ships, soon
afterward joined de- Grasse. Thus
were the French In possession of a
much stronger force than the English,
who, realizing their- predicament, retired and returned to New York.
"With the retirement of Graves disappeared the last hope of succor that
might have gladdened Cornwallis
eyes. De Grasse waa left in complete
control of the waters about the Chesapeake and Cornwallis' forces were
isolated from those at New York.
Clinton in New York was unable to
send him help and the final blow of
the long war logically followed. Lord
Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktowa
to Washington in October, 1781.
"A year later de Grasse was defeated and captured by the British and
because of this came in for much criticism. He was acquitted of all blame
for this unfortunate termination of
hig career by a court martial of his
fellow officers. This circumstance1,
however, should not permit his brilliant services to the American colonies to be obscured. The memory of
Admiral de Grasse and his important
labors for the cause of our forefathers deserves now to be fittingly recognized by the American people. He
should mave a statue to stand among
those of LaFayette, Rochambeau, Ko
siuszko, Pulaski, Von Steuben and
other distinguished foreigners who
fought in the revolution."

Car-olina- s.
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Chamberlain's Tablet for Constipation
For constipation, Chamberlain's Tablets are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
and gentle in effect, uive them a trial
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
BOWLING AT BUFFALO
Buffalo, N. Y., March 9. With an

entry list that comprises hundreds of
well known bowlers, the fourteenth
annual American bowling champion
ship tournament gets under way in
this city tonight and will continue, un
til the end of the month. The tournament la conducted under the
of the American Bowling Congress, the oldest and moat representative organization of Its kind in exist-
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There is gvery Indication that t!;e
present tournament will be not only
the largest but the most representative event of Its kind ever held. All
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Heat without fire i3 the electric way.
These Little stoves get hot at the turn of a
switch the
disk stove, gets red
h
hot in two minutes. You can cook, fry or
boil anything on these stoves, anywhere,
four-inc-

anytime.
An egg and a bit cf Laccii can
cooked so quickly that one tf t! - V
disk stoves should be in every w.V 1

By the way, is year kcvi!
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from ? 10,000 to $,".0,000 and then sent , lien, 'ja rlw' arinv Kifr,rrmw n
them a bill for $:!,000 for a
prepared for such emergencies, and
address before their geographical so- the babies had to be wrapped in rags
women of Kl Paso got
ciety is one that mint be suspected until the good
ESTABLISHED 1379.
and
prepared a lot of baby
of being a campaign yarn, only there together
clothes
these
for
poor little creatures.
now
in
on
isn't any campaign
just
20th
Published by
which Mr, Roosevelt xs vitally inter-est- Chaplain Jolin T. Axton of the
interest
a
taken
has
special
Infantry
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
What's more, the story has pracin the women and children and It is
(Incorporated.)
tically been admitted by Lyman Abto his untiring efforts that they
due
bott, head of the Ouclook, to which are
gradually securing necessary
Editor. Mr. Roosevelt Is contributing editor. clothing. Of course everybody had to
M. PADGETT.... M
A Chicago man, traveling in Brazil
be vaccinated, including the infants,
as a representative of the Chicago
one
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the picnics and carnivals of several
years ago.
At tho encampment in Albuquerque
many battlers will be fought over by
the old soldiers. There will be renewal o( acquaintance'. that originated on the battlefields of the civil war.
Albuquerque likely will furnish entertainment for the old' soldiers and the
encampment is expected to be a success in every way.

,

and now that their arms are eoro
hears the pitiful wail ot the sick
child all over the camp. Many of
Huerta's fighting men are carrying
their arms in slings and snaking their
heads in a solemn fashion over what
to them seems a strange proceeding.
A day or two ago the whole camp
received its first typhoid noculation.
Many of them did not quite understand and one woman begged me to
explain just what it was and I can
assure sou it was no easy task to
woman
n
make this poor
comprehend that this little scratching
of the arm would protect her" from
typhoid fever. Ksncral Scott told me
that he did not propose to ,run any
chances of an epidemic and the ty
phoid serum was rushed here with all
haste. "They are so close together,"
he said, , "and an epidemic would be
appalling. If I had move men to
guard the camp I would spread it out
for miles.. However the surgeons are
meeting;. .th situation and with our
sanitation there is little danger ot
are
much sickness." Only fifty-onin hospital and many o tnese are the
wounded.
There nave Deen several
'
deaths, one from smallpox.
The camp throughout lis orderly
and everybody connected with it seems
to be fixing up for a long stay. Several Mexican soldiers have, been plac
ed in charge of the streets and are
held responsible for the sanitary condition of the sections. The . majority of the refugees prefer to do their
own cooking although in several parts
of the camp rice Is prepared in large
corrugated iron cans. These are set
over a fire built in a sort of ditch.
Tortillas, a kind of shortcake minus
the shortening, is tu favorite bread
of the Mexicans and in front of almost every tent Women were baking
these tasteless cakes over underground campfires.
'
An idea of the amount of food now
being used at Fort Bliss can be gained from the fact that during the last
month, Captain Nicklin handled
Ten
pounds of commissary.
thousand pounds of soap were also
given out. It is costing the United
States government $700 per day "at
present to house and feed this big
family which suddenly paid us a visit.

o
Association of; Commerce for the
of encouraging closer trade relations between South American countries and the United States, says he
heard the story from natives of Rio,
and that they were astounded at Mr.
Roosevelt's action.
W hen Roosevelt arrtred in Rio de
Janeiri) hd was met with the personal
representatives of the president of
Brazil, and the official home of the
president was fucated for his party,
and 100 servants were placed at his
command.
During the week that he
occupied It he was snown every courtesy and accommodation. About the
middle of the week he spoke before
the Rio Janeiro Geographical society,
which had Invited htm to South America and had made him an honorary
He spoke for 30 minutes
member.
about the relations between the United States and South American, republics, and after he had been taken to,
Buenos Ayres at the expense of the
Brazilian government he sent back a
bill for $3,000 for the "lecture."
This Is the substance of the Btory
that Is repeatedly being bandied about
In Brazil' and wbifh is not helping to
hasten a better feeling down there toward this country. The citizens of
Rio de Janeiro seem to have the odd
idea that wlien they spent 40 or B0
thousand dollars toward his entertainment, Mr. Roosevelt should not have
charged them $100 a minute for a
speech that was presumably meant to
help his own country as much as the
country he . was visiting. But, like
people who have been stung by a book
agent, all they could well do was
grumble. They paid the bill. Possibly
they figured If they failed to do so
Uncle Sam would press collection
himself. But can one blame them for
feeling that in paying it without actual protest they were acting bigger
than their distinguished euest who
presented it?
pur-pos-

Watered at the postoffice at East
Ojm Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-ttestothrough the United States
as second class matter.
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DANCING
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CHICAGO. SOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 9. General selling
of wheat by commission houses today
wiped out gains due to a moderately
bullish construction of the government

HARMFUL

report on farm reserves, Opening
to
prices were
higher and there
was a slight additional upturn before
the reaction set in. The close was
steady at the same as Saturday night's
close to
.
higher.
Reserves the smallest since 1904 had
only a temporary strengthening effect
on corn. Although prices at the put-swere a shade to Y higher, the
market soon went under last night's
level. Stop loss orders and absence of
support increased weakness but the
close was steady
off to
up compared with Saturday night.
; Sentiment
regarding oats was
universally bearish on account
of th$ government figures on ffrm
istock being much larger than expect'
ed. A sharp break came right at the
start, and there was no sign of any
important rally.
Higher prices for hogs carried provisions up grade. Grain weakness,
however, brought abiJ; a subsequent
fall. The closing quotations were as

AMUSEMENT

Rev. John Lee Imhof, pastor of the
Frist Christian church, preached a
sermon on "Amusement" last night.
He referred to dancing, la part, as
"A-fe-

,

Albuquerque Ib extending all Its efforts toward securing for the Duke
City a sanitarium that is, to be built
by the Knights of Pythialsomewhere
In the west. Tomorrow ail Albuquerque Fred C. Wb'ijat, supreArie keeper
of records and seals, ana Supreme
Vice Chancellor Young of l,he Knights
of Pythias will clnduct dn initiation
for a big class ol memners. At this
meeting data comtrnini Albuquerque
will be given to thta'ads of the supreme council of thoiflodge.
Alhuquerqueans believe that they
can obtain this sanitarium and .say
that they have the entire state back
of them, Eta far as the membership of
the Knights of Pythians is concerned.
Las Vegas was a bidder for ,. this
sanitarium ' four years ago, and still
is. The Knights have delayed their
decision regarding the sanitarium for
so long that Las Vegas despairs of
their ever building it.
;
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IT'S THE KIND OF DANCES UTIL
IZED THAT CAUSES CRITI-CISSAYS IMHOF

LAS VEGAS TRIED FOR THIS IN-- ! follows:
STITUTION FOUR YEARS AGO;
days ago somg of the young
IS STILL UNBUILT
people of this church asked the pas
tor if they might have a 'dance. Of

Silver
have many odd
sets ot plated silver
and table service
We

that is first in quality but to cleau up
he pafiei ns we will

-

course, the purpose in asking was
that it might be given under the direc
make
tion of the church.
prices.
"Many Protestant churches in the
past have been opposed to amuse
This is an opportunments in almost every form. Amusements have been included in things
ity to secure first
worldly as over against things spirit
ual. The evangelist, after failing to follows:
quality plate at lowmake persons see now sinful they
Wheat, May 93; July 87.
est prices
were with other appeals, has been
Corn, May, 661,4; July 65.
(Successful . (as he would say) by
Oats, May 39; July 3914.
showing them that they enjoy amusePork, May $21.52; July $21.60.
ments and that they should be con
Lard, May $10.7.5; July $10.92.
verted to a state of religious ecstacy
Ribs, May $11.52 V2; July $11.6y2.
where no such enjoyment exists;
"A large number of Christians in
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Protestant churches are sincere in asNew York, March . Bullish tradsuming a different attitude. Not long ers succeeded in changing the direcago the pastor of a large and influ- tion of the market today from the
ential Baptist church in Chicago course followed late last week, but
After Lent you will
chaperoned the young people of his progress upward was only temporary.
church through a dance. Jane Ad- - The strong showing made by St. Paul
need meat knives
dams at Hull House,1 as well as a and some of the eastern railroads pullagain and these can
number of other social workers In ed
up the whole list.
Chicago, favor dancing as a means of
be sharpened
The upturn was fairly sustained by
recreation. Some leading educators
suspension of liquidation In Chesa
are advocating the teaching of dancpeake and Ohio, Baltimore and Ohio
ing in the public schools.
and other stocks whose weakness re"But why do so many good Chriscently had been unsettling. Trading
tian people object to this particular was active on the
upward swing, and
Jeweler
form of recreation? It is not because
the market made good headway until
ecin
to
live
continue
religious
they
the coalers began to develop weakstacy. On thg whole, there is no ness.
Reading and Lehigh, in partimore sensible class of people living
cular, were sold heavily, the latter rethan those of the Christian faith. It
three points. As these stocks
is because the great majority of pub- acting
the whole market gradually
sagged
lic dances are bad. In an investigafell back.
Prime fed steers $8.609.35; dressed
tion we were able to trace young peoSt. Paul and New Haven lost their
western
beef steers $7.258.50;
ple from the dance hall to the saloon I
gains and at noon the average was
steers $78.75; southern steers $6.50
and thence to a hotel where they
last week's close. Bonds were
8; cows $4.257.75; heifers $6.75
registered as married persons. It I
heavy..
was evident that they were not mar9; stockers and feeders $6.258;
The market closed easy. Chesa
bulls $67.50; calves $6.5010.50.
ried.
and Ohio fell swiftly in the last
"Our young people are, not without peake
Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market 19
few minutes. The rest of the list
to 20 cents higher. Lambs' $7. 25
moral sense. They want healthy recwent off fractionally in sympathy. ,
reation and normal social develop7.80; yearlings $66.80; wethers
The last sales were as follows:
ment. The old method has been a
$5.255.90; ewes $55.60.
73
failure. Young persons from nearly Amalgamated Copper
. ..:
,
..101
all churches dance. The solution of Sugar
96
Atchison
.,
the amusement problem will be found
162
.
Reading
in putting amusements into the con1
... 93
trol of those who have caught the Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
.156
spirit of Christ
63.
"I have no compromise to make United States Steel
.
.
with sin. Let us treat religion aB a United States Steel, pfd.. . . . . .109
primary need or go out of business.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
We all need to interpret social funcreKansas City, March.
tions with the highest ' moral conscience that religion can. give. Above ceipts 6,000. Market!''. to U0 'cents
all else, one owes it to himself and higher. Bulk $8.408.60;ljheavy $8.60
others to be true to the God whom
8.70; packers and butchers $8.50
he worships, serves and tries to see 8.65; lights $8.308.55; pigs $7.25
realized in the social world as well 8.
aa in his own life."
Cattle, receipts 9,500. Market steady.
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"INTERVENTION A
NECESSITY,"
FALL
(Continued

From Page One.)

for hire, now being Romanised in the
.,;f.,,, ;.
press."
Reciting Villa's,. rise, Mr. Fall said
the rebel general,, after the Madero
in
siege of Juarez, obtained $700,000
mining
loot, mostly from .American
companies, was sent to prison for it,
but escaped, probably because of the
kindly feeling of .Madero. Villa had
told him of that, the senator said, in
his office in El Paso.
"Later Villatooka bullion train
and held up an ,;A.merican company
which owned the,,shipment for $40,- -

Tbr resignation of John Bassett
lOUTIIFUL MAURI AGES 1
'"ore , chief counselor of the state
i
comes
at
a
his
time
when
I'pariment,
Mayor Kiel' of St. Louis and his
tu'.unhle services could be most help- were startled tne first of the
wife
iiil to a perplexed and harassed ad
old son re
week when their
j 'inlstratiou, provided his advice were
Omaha with a wife. They
turned
from
.taVd. Without doubt Mr. Moore Is
ibe most scholarly and levelheaded had not suspected that he was even
nt all the subordinate officials of the remotely contemplating matrimony, COMMANDER-IN-CHIE- F
but it is proof of their good sense
ooo.
He has been the prop of
government.
that the young couple were forgiven
"With thatr $10,09.0," Senator Fall
the state department m many ways
ENCAMPMENT
THE
AT
in less than half a day after they
"he started out to establish
will
added,
leave
retirement
this
his
and
had ontified the old folks of their
constitutional government in Mexico."
most important part of the administramarrieg. Mrs, Kiel was sorely dis GRAND ARMY WILL BE ADDRESS
Senator Fall pictured Villa's course
e
tion without an experienced or
appointed and at first' contemplated
Torreon, Chihuahua and Jua
AT
OFFICER
A
through
BY
HIGH
ED
Whatever"
President
authority.
trying to have the marriage annulled,
rez, charging that he looted the towns,
) Wilson may think about the situation,
ALBUQUERQUE
but when she, called up her husband
confiscated property, drove out the
i
the country at large will view Moore's
he wisOly itdvised her to keep calm.
e Spaniards and,. others, in many instanAKbuoiuer-quat
tomorrow-and
retirement with regret
Beginning
anxiety,
"If Clarence Is married he's married
the annual encompment of the ces holding back the wives and moth- i
Under the circumstances, of course and
i
said.
Is
to
;,'
there
he
,
thats all
ers.
it,"
I Mr. Moore cannot be blamed for seekdepartment of New Mexico, Grand
- Castro,
Generalsaid,
a
he
wderal,
Marriage continues ,w be one of tf"S
will begin. The
ing to relieve hlmselt of the irksome big problems of life. i Xo matter how Army of the Republic,
to
was
Villa
surrender
$50,000
by
paid
mem
"
responsibilities of a position that is carefully parents may try to empha- encampment will be attended by
Juarez.
'loth humiliating and stultifying. For size upon their childiofl the necessity bers of the G. A R. from all over" the Luis Terrazas, held prisoner in Chi.snore than a quarter of a century he
state; judging from the plans 'an huahua, Senator Fall said, had been
of waiting until 25 or SO before marasso-it will be the most success tortured and forced to reveal the hid!
nounced,
ahd
been
las
actively
intimately
rying, tt l8; always possible that they ful
of -- the Old Boys evefr
international
gathering
the
with
greatest
'f;iated
will answer the. telepaone some day
ing place of $590,000 gild, which Villa,
Mexico.
New
held
in
r
Jiind diplomatic affairs of the time, and hear "Mother, Susie and I are
with other loot, shipped to banks in
kle is recognized as the highest AmeWashington Gardner, commander-inthe United States for his own account.
married: ' Do- you"1 care?"
chief of the G. A R. of the United
rican authority on international law,
The marrying age is supposed to foe
and In addition to this eminent quali- steadily advancing. ' Fifty years ago it States, will be present at the encamp
DETZ MURDER TRIAL OPENS
CliieaitM &Iarch 9. Mrs. Augubta
fication he is a
cautious, was not uncommon fory oung people to ment, and will have cnarge of a large
Mr. Gardner Dietz and George
Nuremberg were arsagacious and practical statesman. It get married When only 18 or 19 years part of the ceremonies.
is no wonder, then, that Mr. Moore of age, or even younger. Today tbe comGsffrirtf .Detroit, Mich., and. is raigned in Judge1 KersteiVf purt tc
in the Grand Army of day to, 6tand trili' on j ifndlctmenlt j
should become wearied by the pres-n- t average must Ibe not 'fSFrfrom';35. B'u)t muthv:jSii-(fotethis Section of the charging them with having murdered
Reoubllc
in
the
management of the state depart it hasn't, been, proved 'tlxlL,the world
southwest
the woman's husband, George Dietz,
wno
is
a
man
ment under
visionary, Is any better
by reason of this change.
o
Among the members oil Sherman
proprietor of a tailoring es
Inexperienced and otten Impractical. There are no BtatisUcstb show that
will
attend
DiePtf' was murdered In
who
the
tablishment.
Post
encanjpment
It would have been better if Presi- couples Who waif until rhey are 25 are A.
'BtBrun-ton- , his home on the i
W.
J.
;ht of April 14,
Ross,
Captain
sidetracked
could
Wilson
have
dent
are more certain of marital happiness
A. D. Higgins, Dr. F. E. Olney, 1913, ihie skull havicUbeen fractured
Moore
full
and
departgiven
Bryan
or safer from divorce.
I was found in
mental control. And most likely the One thing does seem sure, however!. Jefferson Raynolda and J. W. Jones. with "R hammer; whi
..also a nolo
These men': 'left, .Las ';Vega9r jtbls after-no- tl,.room. Thpre
to
do
would
been
have
glad
president
Every boy should complete his educa
feft
to show
in
the
H.
yur
for
rting
rooqi
J.
Albuquerque.
Ryan
'this had he been frets to act
tion so far as his ( opportunities, per
the
victim had J . his death lit
that
will
week.
the
fn.
later
Mar
i
go
likely
start
Moore's
Prom the "'fery'-,
mit before marrying; Not to do' so., is
The real significance ltf this annual the lhaBds of a relativ or sweetheart
frood advice regarding Mexico -- Tins to risk lifelong regret, nI that Jeo- : is. ..touching. Several of a girl he was alleged to have
encampment
f heea disregarded. ,; It Is said that the
This i a pretty
pardizes
wronged. The theory that the crime
counsellor pointed out the advantages good safeguard, top, for,, a oy who members will attend his year who was one
ol revenge was at first ac
another
never'
will
an
join
c--f
recognition of Huerta a year ago, has completed his education is pretty probably
the authorities and at the
cepted
by
A.
G.
on
or
R.
nual
tna
encampment
liut the president 4id not listen to him. stire fW know his own mind and heart
coroner's
Mrs. Dietz and
inquest
Yet the president saw in Moore the enough fo select a girl who Is plenty earth. The meeting means to the old
were questioned and disIn
a
to
a
farewell
their
way,
enly really wise and safe man con- good enough for him. And that is soldiers,
charged. A few days later, however,
nected with the state department Mr. about all that matters, The question comrades, though they are the most the two were arrested and charged
Moore did his duty nobly. Realizing of whether he is able to support a cheerful men on eartn and expect to with the murder on the strength of
have a good time. Last year the old
all along that President Wilson waa.Wfe )8 largely immaterial, despite
evidence said to show that Mrs. Dietz
soldiers who attended the annual en- and
deeper and deeper into trou- Urary opinions by fond mammas. If
Nuremburg had maintained a
exceeded the number that
criminal relationship and that Mrs.
lle, ho conducted his subordinate of he Is. any pood they will get along. campment
will attend this year, and so it will Dietz and her husband had
fico with fidelity to bis chief. It was Joplin Globe.
frequently
next year. Each encampment sees
be
a hard task and almost any other
quarreled.
;V:,
fi. larger list on tS.e roll of "Honorably
WfTH MEXICAN REFUGEES
man would have quit long ago. For
'
by the Grand Commander
RYAN MUST GO TO JAIL
ibis sensitive, educated man it must There is no race suicide In camp, Discharged"
'
above.
Washington.' March 9. The su
have been almowt unbearable Kan-- 1 for there are at least five hundred
There was a time when the veterans preme court todav refused to review
children roaming about the streets
j s City JotiriK
were
taken as a matter of course. Now the conviction in
while at least a hundred are infants',
the "dynamiting cas
old
observe
the
:1
23 other
soldiers,
who,
A
es'
people
of
in
C.
M.
Miller
Leslie.
Frank
R.
says Mrs.
Ryan
41CO A MINUTE
number were born during the battle through! their trials and hardships, members of the Iron Workers' union.
and several came into the world after preserved the ITnlon, with greater Only a pardon can now keep the fon
The storv of how Theodore Rooee-- t their mothers
reached the camp. reverence. Their encampments are victed men from the penitentiary.
ti
trie t ncd by the Two of these died. When the children occasions when the public shows its
I
it a cost were lorn there was no clothing for regard for the veterans, rather than
Subscribe for The optio.
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EGRESS BgGS. THE SEASON'S
NEWEST CREATIONS EVERY DAY
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HATS

GAGE BEQTKEES

Parisian Gowns
In All the New

See the Latest

The Rarest and Eest Productions Ever Shown.
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A dollar show at 10 and 15 cents
Browne Wednesday. Adv.
A. A. Gallegos, a member of the
board of county commissioners, same
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You can't always make everything "just so." Sometimes you will
get In more shortening than usual; or make the batter a little thin; or
it may not be convenient to put a cake in the oven the moment it Is
mixed; or your oven may not bake evenly and it is necessary to turn
the pan around none of these little uncertainties make the slightest
d&vrence in results if you use

(
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baking povdi r h is u.n 'i;il Firerjrth and
is
isi to rai'-'y ff
your b:w;u!s, c Km p.iJ i ''Mry lit Sit and
It
feathery.
generates an abundance of leavening pas both in the mixing bowl and in the oven. The raising is sustained until the dough is
cooked through.
Housewives who use K C never have "bad luck" with their baking.
Try K C at our risk. Your grocer will refund your money if you are
not pleased in every way.
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BOXER

ENTER THE

the ofiflclal version of the Vergara in
cident from state capitol sources to

PEOPLES BANK
WILL

.

w-h-

.

ed Mexico'.

Governor Colquitt wired Sanders for
details early today, and after talking
to the ranger captain over the long
distance telephone gave out the following statement:
commanding
Sanders,
"Captain
Company C of the Texas rangers at
Laredo, advised me by telegraph that
he had recovered the body of Vergara. I wired him for full particulars.
He advises me that he did not go Into
Mexico at all; but was informed that
the body of Vergara would be delivered on the Texas side of the river
at a particular placed named at 3:30
o'clock Sunday morning, where he
found it. As to who brought it across
the river he does1 not know. He had
do assistants in this transaction ex
cept from the family and relatives of
Vergara. who fully identified the
-

bod&r."

The governor said today he did not
know whether he would have a fur
ther statement to make until he could
get additional facts. He declared last
night, when it was still believed at
Austin that rangers had crossed the
border, that he had not Issued such
specific instructions for them to cross.
The persons who exhumed the body
from its Mexican grave thug far have
kept their identity secret.
The Words of Captain Sanders'
first telegram, "I proceeded to Hidalgo," in the light of his later report to
the governor, are capable of two
meanings, it is understood. Sanders
is stationed at Laredo, 45 miles from
the point where the body was brought
across the Rio Grande, near Hidalgo.
To get the body Sanders and American Consiul A. B. Garrett at Nuevo
Laredo, had make the
trip
from Laredo. Hidalgo being one of
the few places In that section large
enough to have a name designating
its location, Sanders' telegram had
been interpreted
the words
"to Hidalgo" simply to Indicate a di
tinctlon of the border. Hidalgo Is on
the Mexican side of the river, close
;
to the American side.
Carranza Is Silent
Agua Priota, Sonora, March 9.
General Carranza declined today i.to
discuss the i trance Into Mexico ' of
those who recovered the body of Vergara. It was said he would not Issue any statement until more details
: i
had been received.

t

JusURlght for Backache and Sij
v.
..:
Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough
ly effective for backache, rheumatism.
swollen and aching Joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finish
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."
.5
,
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young and brillian rterpentier.
McCoy's last fi
oi any
a petty
quence was With t
oficer in the Brli
navy, at Nice
two years ago T Kid lost several
teeth and wa ki
times in tihe iA'V round, but kept
right on fighting and was awarded
the decision at the end of the twentieth round.
Now after two years of idleness he
is to don the mitts ..and face one of
th cleverest boxers of the day. If
McCoy was the Hoosier demon of 10
or 12 years ago there would be bales
of money- bet that Europe? .would see
a champion after the bout next Saturday night. But Father Time permits
no turning back of the records, and
the Kid at 41 finds himself stacked
against a young and sturdy boxer
who has not yet reached the voting
age on this side. McCoy may still
e
cleverpossess some of his
ness which will, enable him to stall for
a time, but from this distance it
looks as though ha is tagged for a
tamnilng.
i
A wonder in his day, but always
too light ;to aspire to the heavyweight crown. "Kid" McCoy, whose
real name is Norman Selby, has had
a most spectacular career. He started life in Rush' county, Indiana, and
after battling his way among the
youngsters in his neighborhood he left
home and went to Louisville. Here
he became known as' a crack amateur boxer, ills father in the meantime had gone into the grocery business In Indianapolis and induced his
son to join him- - there. But weighing
In for a fight suited the Kid better
than weighing sugar and tea and It
wasn't long before be blossomed out
as a
professional fighter. This was about the year 1891. In
three' or four years he had walloped
his way to quite a reputation.
In 1896 he and' several other American boxers took the famous trip to
South Africa. McCoy was the sensation of the tour and when he returned to America he was considered a
In 1897 ha knocked out
George La Blanche; "won a decision
over Dan Creedon and boxed a draw
with Tommy Ryan. His first real defeat came in 1899, when Tom Sharkey
put him down for the count In ten
rounds'. A year later he encountered his second downfall, this time at
the hands of Jim Corbett But in
the meantime he had defeated such
fighters as Steve O'Donnell,
Peter
Maher and Joe ChoynskL
Inl 1301 McCoy took & trip
to
conse-Curra-

d

r.

Champion Willie Ritchie expects to
swell his bank account to more Uian
?100,00 by next November.
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Gross, Kelly & Co.

pain In the side or back that
catches you when you straighten up
call" for a rubbinsr application of BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permits
motion without suffering or Inconvenience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.
A

Sole Agents

Adv.

P

BOWLING AT BUFFALO
Buffalo, N. Y., March 9. With an
entry list that, comprises hundreds of
well known bowlers, the fourteenth

r
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FRIDAY nAR9pn

annual American bowling champion
ship tournament gets under way In
this city tonight and will continue un
til the end of the month. The tour
nament is conducted under the aus
pices of the American Bowling Congress, the oldest and most represent
tlve organization of its kind in exist

MATINEE

AND

UuuU

NIGHT

Li

J ki

hi

H

ence.

There is every indication that the
present tournament will be not only
the largest but the most representa
tive "event of its kind ever held. AH
of the Important bowling centers of
the middle west, including Chicago,
'
Cincinnati; Louisville, St. Louis, Milwaukee,
Omaha, Minneapolis and
Kansas City, are sending their
large delegations. Buffalo's
central location Is also expected to
attendance
attract a
of the tenpln knights from the eastern cities and from Canada. In addition, several cities of the south are
sending their star teams, while the
Pacific, coast eection is to be represented in the competitions by the
San Francisco bowlers who have been
making an eastern tour.
record-breakin-
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A BIG; TWO CAR - CITY SHOW
;

More Men, Vfomen and Children. Hire Horses Fc.
"vDojfs and Donkeys
The Latest SIET PARADE of any Theatrical A "rat:'.
'wr-, ia the World
-

g

'

Special School Children's Elaifcc
'

Slmlwi at 4 P. EI.

Matinee Trices sit Children under, 15 years ol r '0
'AdBfis 35c. Niit Prices, $1X3,
73c,-CCc-

Subscribe for The $ntM.

Reserved Sea.t Soda

"TV

Cordially Invites
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To hear the association's policy in rejrard
To the Montezuma Hotel Property
And Also to Meet and Hear Short Talks
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WAGON

V

Joimny Clover, the Boston welter,
wants W ttrro.naie J. match sKwtt 'Cn-- ,
lib bona,' the; bout to be sta-v.- I
l.i
New York.
After he was trimmed by TiUiy
k
Murray in San FrancLwo Leo J
lost no time in besting ft back to
his home ia Philadelphia,

THE OLD RELIABLE

!

Joe Jeanotte, whoi is 'n Paris, says
If he does not succeed In getting a
match with Georges Carpentier he
will grab a boat for New York.

Ac-- ""

e

-

,

Joe Chick and , Bill Fleming have
been signed for a clash In Manchester;
N. H., next week.

England. While on the other side
he added three more knockouts'1 'to
bis records, his victims being Dave
Barry, Jack Scales and Jack Hadden.
After losing a decision to Jock Root
in Detroit In 1903 the Kid retired
for about a yeaa He
the
ring April 5, 1904 in Philadelphia.
His opponent was Herr Placke, who
tipped the beam at something about
a ton and was hailed as the greatest
fighter in Europe. He might have
been a great fighter, but In the bout
didn't get a chance
with McCoy-hto show it. In the two rounds he was
in the ring he hit the floor so many
times it was impossible to keep the
ca(intl After this burlesque Ibout
with the big Dutchman, McCoy did
the Pattl farewell act several times.
During the periods of his retirement McCoy, has engaged In the real
estate, automobile jewelry and detective business. Ire has also been
a star In the matrimonial game and
at present Is burdened with the weight
of five marriage ccrtiflcatess and four
divorce decrees.

'

I

..TRUST CO?:'.'

Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We'pay 4 per cent on Savin's
counts, on Giecking Accounts 2 per cent

old-tim-

.J

'

RING ON

New York, Marchr 7 Recent arrivals
day.
from
Parirs ay the Carpentier-McCoIt is claimed that this version was
which, is cet for one week from
bout,
Laredo,
from
borne out by dispatches
is being billed all over the
Texas, the nearest poitn to Hidalgo, tonight
French
like a circus. Which
capital
received
where Information could be
goes to show that McCoy has either
and transmitted by wire.
I
hypnotized the; promoters or that the
Captain Takes Responsibility
Last night's statment that rangers promoters have cooked up something
recovered the body was based on the to grab a few thousand francs on the
of the Kid s reputation. It
following telegram from Ranger Cap- strength
is impossible to find a ring follower
tain J. J. Sanders:
believes McCoy has
"I proceeded to Hidalgo, Mexico, hereabouts
obtained body of Vergara. Have it even an oitside chance with the

The telegram was dated Laredo, but
the word "here" indicated the point
above Laredo on the Rio Grande
where Vergara made his home. State
officials ,a)Ctiepted thel telegram as
meaning that Sanders actually enter-
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GEO. II. I'l'NKEIt, Vice Fres
CECILIO ROSEN WALD, Secretary

Liberal lo its customers yet conservative ia its management tiie

MARCH 14

;

Mike (Twin) Sullivan Is going to
take hold of 'Jehhey feoyle, the Lowoil
lightweight, and groom him for, a lOj
round bout with Johnny Duffy, the
'
:
Buffalo lad.

"ClH

JOAN W. HARRIS, Pres

FEME

VERGARA

.

A.0

TO

9, 1914.

CARPENTIER IN

THE BODY OF

LaRue .of Denver was a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
W. C. Howard for? Trinidad was a
tmslness visitor In Las Vegas today.
Coming, "The Shadow of the Cross."
Not a moving picture (Wednesday )
A. H.

s

MARCH

RANGERS SECURE

in yesterday afternoon from
for a short business visit here.
Mrs N. E. Wills of Fergus Falls,
Minn., left' yesterday afternoon for
her home after having been a visitor
in Las Vegas' for a short time. Mrs.
Wills was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. "Candy" Jones, the popular
.
"
'
Adv.
representative for the Rood Candy
J. W. Barday came In yesterday company of Pueblo, Colo., came in
evening from Albuquerque for a short last night from' Trinidad for his regbusiness visit
ular business visit in Las Vegas. "CanMiss Dora Wierman of Watrous
dy" says that conditions in Las Vegas
was a visitor with friends in Las Ve- are as a whole better than In any
gas yesterday.
other part of the state.
of Albuquerque
Alfonso Trujillo
came in yesterday afternoon for a few
days' visit with frienua.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Naylor of Wat- STOREY INSPECTS THE
rous came in last night for a several
days' stay In Las Vegas.
ALBUQUERQUE SHOPS
L. H. Mosiman of Beulah was in Las
children,
his
Vegas yesterday visiting
who are attending scnool here.
even- VICE PRESIDENT OP- THE SANTA
T. T. Turner came in Saturday
HERE
THROUGH
GOES
FE
Las Veing from his ranch north of
MORNING
YESTERDAY
visit.
gas for a few
WI:h-ita- ,
O. L. Shaw and F;L. Hite of
A special train carrying Vice Presiwill
and
night
in
last
came
Kan.,
W. B. Storey, General Superinfew
next
dent;
days.
be visitors here forthe
C. H. Bristol of the western
tendent
!
for
W. C. LaBerge, representative
and Superintendent F.
division
srand
the Toledo Scales Company of Toledo,
New Mexico division
the
of
L.
Myers
Las
O., was a business visitor in
of the Santa Fe railway, passed
gas today.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Baxter of Long-mon- through Las Vegas yesterday morning
enroute to La Junta,
Colo., arrived In Las Vegas last about 11 o'clock
Colo!, from Albuquerque, where an inseveral
for
here
remain
will
night and
spection was conducted by Mr. Storey.
days.
reMr. Storey inspected the shops at
land
man,
the
E. B. Johnson,
turned yesterday from a short busi- Albuquerque and was pleased with
ness visit in the northern part of the the result, according to Information
received here. The trip was primarily
statej
Jaines Whitmore came In last night for business and noming significant
from; his ranch at Park Springs after is attached to Mr. Storey's visit.
The special stopped in lias Vegas
having been there on business for the
Dast several weeks.
only a short time, continuing on its
S. B. Rohrer returned yesterday af- way to La Junta. Mr. Storey will go
of
and
parts
ternon from Colorado
on to Chicago, while Mr. Myers will
Kansas.-wher- e
he has been on busi- return to this city.
,
ness for the past several week3.
Charles Adams of .Watrous. was a
business visitor in La3 Vegas today.
POLIO'
A. F, Morrlsette during her stay, stop
ping here on her return from Calif or
i1
nia.
TO BE ANNOUNCED
Frank Hayes, employed by the San
ta Fe Railway companyn this division as a painter, came in last night Y. M. C. A. WILL EXPLAIN ITS
from Triindad for a short business
PLANS AT DINNER ON WEDvisit.
NESDAY EVENING
Ernest Armstrong of Whitewater
Wis., arrived in Las Vegas last night
The policy of the Y. M. C. A. in
and will remain for an indefinite time. regard to the disposal or use of the
He is looking for a location iu the Montezuma hotel property for the betwest,
t ,.
terment Of the community will be ex't
E. R. Gerson, advance agent for the plained in detail at a dinner to be
show "Freckles," was in Las Vegas to- served at the association Wednesday
day giving out advance advertising. evening at 6:30 o'clock. The direct"Freckles" will be seen here on bat ors of the association will meet tourday night.
night to perfect their plans, in order
D. J. Aber, city engineer of Tucum that the announcement of Wednesday
carl, arrived in Las Vegas Saturday evening may be complete and in a
evening and will be a business visit- form that will be understood by the
or here for the next several days. He public.
formerly resided In
Three' noted Y. M. C. A. workers
John Brown, the children's pet and of : the" country ' will be present to
world's best wrestler. He's a bear. make addresses, These are G. D. MetWill be in Las Vegas soon. Has DillvOfi Chicago, A. G. KneWi of St.
thrown Jack Johnson. John Brown, Louis-an;Gi S. Bilheimer of Denver.
eugenic vegetarian. The Tango bear. All threal-arinternational secretaries
He is some bear. Go gee him.'jkids.
of the association and are men ct
'
Adv.
large caliber. Plates will be 50 cents
George H. Kinkel, president,- of the each,; and the meal Is guaranteed to
board of directors of the T. 3. C. A. be worth every cent, according to
and local agent for the New York Secretary P. H. LeNoir. No funds
Life Insurance company, returned Sat will be solicited, and those who attend
urday evening from El Paso, where he will be assured good eats and good
sev-- '
entertainment. ,
Ijhas teen visiting his Drother for
tral weeks.
This dinner affords an excellent
Forrest Anderson of Kewanee, HI., opportunity for the public t set at
left today for his home, where he In- right any misconceptions It may en
tends to remain. Anderson has been tertain Jn regard to the Y. M. C. A.
in Las Vegas for the past several and Its Montezuma policy. It is exmonths. His brother, who accompan- pected that ail members of the Com
ied him to this city for the benefit of mercial club and all business men
his health, will remain here.
will be present
Resert f tionsJ Jof
Secre
Adjutant General and Mrs. Harry T, plates may be mado
Herring of Santa Fe arrived In Las tary LeNoir, Main 111.
The churches will not have prayer
Vegas last night to spend today and
part of tomorrow here. General Hep-rin- meeting on Wednesday night, in order
is commander of the .New Mex- that their people may attend the din
ico National Guard and Is here oa bus- ner. 'Women will not be served din
iness relative to the military organi- ner, but will be admitted to the gal
zation.
lery to listen to the speeches.
Villamie-v-
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MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEXico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A." D.
follows,
ICO.
of
submitting
for
the
purpose
1914,
Place
Polling
WHEREAS, in conformity with
Dissaid
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
of
electors
to
the
N.
qualified
Clmier No. 78 ot the laws of tie M.House of Pedro Rlbera, Pecos,
whether or not Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
of
the
trict
question
State of New Mexico, passed at tie
(SEAL)
the barter, sale or exchange of intox
Election Judge
V
Regular Session of tie First
Be
enall
prohibited
M.
N.
liquors
,
Rib
Pedro
icating
i.
era, Pecos,
Legislature of said State for the year
NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
therein as provided by said Act,
2. Jose Varela, Pecos, N. M.
hold-fa-g
1513, provision is made for tie
CONCERN
N.
M.
3.
Octaviauo
Segura, Pecos,
of Special Elections to regulate
Notice is hereby riven to all whom
to e voted tol
District
proposed
Election
Clerks
Inof
the barter, Bale and exchange
it may concern, that, the undersigned
as Prohibition District.
1. Juan B. Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
desigdicating liquors la districts
No. 21 which con- was on the nineteenth day of Febru
All
Precinct
of
M.
N.
2.
Mex-an- d
Maes,
Pecos,
Agaplto
nated within any county, ot New
and except as herein otherwise pro- sists of School District No. 29 ary. A. D. 1914. anDolnted executrix
a, proper petition having been
of the of the last will and testament of Tina
folvided, eaid above Special Election and School District No. 46,
d by qualified electors of the
New C. Elston deceased.
of
State
San
as
of
Miguel,
pro- County
shall be held and conducted
lowing described District, within the
bounded1 on the North with
All persons having claims against
as
elections
Mexico,
for
law
vided
general
by
County and State aforesaid:
New Mexico, Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo; on the the estate of said deceased1 must preDone
at
Las
Vegas,
Coun
Board
of
Now. therefore, the
San sent them within the time prescribed
of this 2nd day of February, A. D. 1914, South by the line that divides
ty Commissioners of the County on
and Torrance Counties; on tie by law, .
Commission
Miguel
Board
of
County
the
New
by
of
Mexico,
'
Can Miguel, State
AGNES J. McKEE,
ot aan Miguel, New East with Precinct No. 2 La Cuesta,
athis first Monday of February, A. D. ers of the County
divline
Executrix.
that
the
the
West
on
and
session.
by
In
open
Mexico,
3314, in regular session, do hereby
CounFe
Santa
and
San
COMMISSION
ides
Miguel
COUNTY
OF
BOARD
proclaim and give Public Notice, that
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN ties;
& special election will be hold within
sa.
Lucas County,
MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEX- and the polling places designated
Coundescribed
he
district,
oath
that
makes
1io following
J.
Frank
Cheney
election
within such District and the
ICO.
ta Rpnior rvnrtnfir nf tfia firm Of F. J.
ty of San Miguel, State of New MexBy FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. judges and clerks named to conduct rtienfiv & Co. dolnir business in the
ico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A. D.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. said Special Election at such polling nuv nf Trlpdr onnntv and State afore
Attest:
1914, for the purpose of submitting
411 place by order of the said Board i en- - said, and ttiat said firm win pay uio
(Seal)
ot
said
to the Qualified electors
sum ,Of ONE HUNDKEU UUJjiAtto
dered this day, are as follows,
casa of Catarrh
fnr niirh and.
the questioin of whether or not
Place
Peeling
PROCLAMATION
b? the use of
cannot be f !l
that
he barter, sale or exchange of intoxi,
House of Jacobo LeybaJ P. O. Ley-ba- HALL'S CATAR'- SthCtlljlE.
with
in
conformity
WHEREAS,
shall
be
prohibited
cating liquors
FTs m
' CHENE.Y.
N. M.
Alierein as provided by said Act, to-i- Chapter No. 78 of the laws ot the
Sworn to befo, iK!e afnd subscribed
Election
Judges
State of New Mexico, passed at the
i t
ithf day of Decem1. Francisco S. Leyba, P. O. 1syba, in my presence, ; ine,
A. D. 1886.
District proposed to be voted for as Second Regular Session of the First
ber,
N. M.
i
MiofJ. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Legislature of said State for the year
prohibition District.
2. Anastacio Sandoval, P. 0. Ley
'J Notary Public.
hold
the
for
is
made
All of Precinct No. 9 which consists 1913, provision
TTniVu Oatai-rIs taken inter- Tiffi
M.
N.
ba,
unon
direct.lv
nets
nn.l
the blood
nnllv
of School District No. 21 and School ing of special elections to regulate
N.
3. Justiano Leyba, P. O. Ley'a,
and mucous surfaces ot tne system,
District No. 97, of the County of San the barter, sale and exchange of In M.
"
In Districts desig
Send for testimonials, free.
Miguel, State of New Mexico, as toxicating liquors
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, u
MexElection Clerks
bounded on the North by Precjnct No. nated within any County of New
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
M.
N.
1.
been
Leyba
Leyba,
Henriques
and
a
proper petition having
7; on the South by the Arroya de ico,
Take Hall's Family Pills for constifol- LaPaz, Sandoval, Leyba, N. M.
pation.
yecos; on the East by Precinct No. filed by qualified electors ot the
the and except as herein otherwise pro2, and on the West by the line that lowing described District, within
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
aforesaid:
vided; eaid (above Special Election
and
State
San
and
Miguel
County
separates Santa Fe
Tola VniAv'H TTnnev and Tar Com
held and conducted as proCounshall
be
of
Board
The
official
to
Now,
the
Therefore,
or
according
Counties,
pound for an Inflamed and congested
etections.
Tecords In the office of the County ty Commissioners of the County of vided Iby law for general
condition ot the air passages and bron-thio- l
New
Mexico,
on
Las
at
Done
Mexico
Vegas,
A Alrt .Invelons nulckly
f nihoc
Superintendent of said San Miguel San Miguel, State of New
D.
A:
1914,
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe
this first Monday of February, A. D. this 2nd day of February,
County;
Board of County Commission- and pneumonia are dangerous possidu-itioand the polling place designated with- 1914, In regular session, do hereby by the
Harsh rackinsr coughs weaken the
ers
the
of
County of San Miguel, New
that
Public
Notice,
in such District and tie election proclaim and give
tut roieys HOiiey aim iarcon-io
system,
within Mexico, In open session.
and certain in results,
Judges and Clerks named to conduct a special election will be held
pure
safe,
OF COUNTY COMMIS10Ntains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
said Special Election at such polling the following described district, Coun- BOARD
SAN
OF
MexiERS OF THE) COUNTY
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
lace by order of tie said Board ren-- ty of San Miguel, State of New
FfvOCi-AMATlQ-
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LOBBY

OESTAUIiANT

SHORT ORDERS

CAFE

AND

AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLTO

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

to-wi-t:

dia-irk-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
'

COLUMN
TOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

LODGE NO. 2, A. F, A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Nt
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night Q
munication first and O. ft. C hall, on Douglas avenaa ax
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members axa
each month. Visiting diaMy welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pr
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary: O
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

l

ADVER

TISEMENTS

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 3, ROY

Regular
East Pound
Arrive

first

l:

Monday in
Hyf
mnnlii
Temple at 7: SO p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
I, U. U. r . LAS VCR19 I nn
4. Meets every Mondav
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No.
oretnren cordially Invited to attend. No.
neaenstine, N. G.: A. T. Roefir No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
an nh

J

jM j

h

n

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O, E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rea- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lose space than two
Knee
All advertisement
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smiti, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of word. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

i JKU,m

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L

Vlasstcif

1

B.

P. O. ELKS

Meet

eecond

and

7:20 p.

"

1....
3....
7....

....

Arrive
a. m
p. m
p. m

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-nian- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
furnished East Las Vegas, N. M.

for our
Representative
firm, one that is interested in fruit
growing preferred, for our high
grade nursery stock. The Denver
Nursery Company, 4100 West 46th
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

For Sato

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It
t

3

a

l

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second anc
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visltlni
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn BecreUry.

giving you

r
i
a present lor
do
ing something
you a do any.

way when

MANPROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
,
SPOON
IT 'S
(GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
, STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH
1REY(STER.

,

.X

.1

.1 ......
....

vi..:,.

0

H

Rhode Island Reds
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage City, Kansas.

WE Can Pie

FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.
d
I. strong
cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.

--

2,000

if

1

4

1

li

1

IP

FOR SALE Choice, bright baled
oat straw., Carload lots or otherwise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.

f

lbs, or

EMPRESS1
can be ok- :

I

'

i
tamed in ims uiy uuui
.1.

ALL GROCERS

BETAIL PRICES

More, Each Dalvsry
lbs., Each Dallvary
Iba, Each Callvary
Iba., Each Wlivary
Iba, Eaeh Delivery

..s
.S3o

......

Ita

par 111

....... ...25

to 2,000
200 Ibt to 1,009
60 lbs, to 203
Ltss than Ei

1,000 lbs.,

1M la
par 1M IS.'
par 1 lk

par

..4s

.M.M.M.MMlto par

181 16

A6DAr PUR A CO II PA NY

May-hatche-

ra

LING) FINISH

earth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
FOR SALE One Rio automobllo, 1912 Pioneer
building. Visiting members
car, good condition, will demon- - are
cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
etrate. Inquire Las Vegas Auto G.
K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
and. Machine Co.
BABY CHICKS,

you

how Much
Beiier EMPRESS
FLOUR rtalk is.
Made by GER.
learn

SALE Bourboon Red Turkey J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at
home kind. Phone Purple E623 day ot the month In the vestry room
Mrs. Charles Lewi.
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock 9
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlct
'
eggs for setting 75o and $1.00 per Greenclay, Secretary.
15.
old
of
I.
R.
Red
setting
Day
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913 Lin MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
coin avenue.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World nail
WELL DRILL For sale cheap, used on the second and fourth Mondays ol
but little, easy terms, call at the each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
office of Edward la Johnson, Pio Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
Local Deputy. Visltlni
Montague,
members are especially welcooe and
WHITE Wyandotte day old chicks. cordially invited.
Mrs, M. E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas,
Telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dil KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNlon, Agent East Las Vegas.
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and

ids on That Last

For

-i-

FOR

US

Depart
1:35 p. m
6:40 a. m
4:30 p. m
7:00 p.

p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

n
n
m

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon I

go-ca- rt

FOR RENT Completely
eight room house on Sixth street.
Phone W. P. Mills, Main 295.

a

.

For YOU!

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elka' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
WANTED
Second hand baby carri are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Patrick P. Dowd, Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
age or
Secretary.
Troy Hotel.

WANTED A girl for general house
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street

For Rent

Depart

m....

7:45 p.
4., ..11:54 p. m. ..11:59 p.
8.. . . 2:25 a. m. . . 2:30 a.
2:00 p.
1:35 p. m
id.,
West Bound

Sramr.

WILL pay $2.50 for trunk with good uemetery Trustee,
lock and key. Apply M, Optic.

WANTED

2.. ..

C3

Harvesters, ctorars, and Distributors o Matvral Ice, U Paittl
Lasting Qualitiu et Which Hare Made Las Vegas ttmma.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

La

ANT Ads
Are. Best

In armory, one sweater.
Owner can have same by identifying and paying for this ad. J. D.
Powers.

FOUND

J

I

i

J

s ll

av

office

PI

Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and
pneumonia are to be feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a cold
and relieve Inflamed and congested
air passages. It is safe, pure ana always reliable. O. G- - Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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SUMMER PLAYING

f

NOT FAVORED
k

BY SCHOOLS
THEIR ATHLETICS

ARE BARRED
TO MEN WHO PLAY BASE,
BALL FOR MONEY

New York; March 9 Tha. the status
of the collegian who plays "summer
baseball" will remain unchanged at
the leading eastern colleges and
appears certain from recent
statements issued by those in possession of authority.
Notwithstanding
that a number of varsity teams have
publicly stated their belief that a student may play baseball lor money or
other inducements during summer vacation and still preserve his amateur
athletic status while in college, those
Utopian days are not for the present
'
world of undergraduate sport.
A concensus of opinion among the
athletic governing bodies, university
faculties and prominent amateur athletic authorities shows an overwhelming majority' against the innovation
which would permit a baseball player to jump from amateur to professional ranks and back again according
to the calendar of his college. A recent canvas of the Institutions whose
baseball teams appear on the
herst schedule, undertaken by the official organ of that institution, indicates that of 11 colleges including
Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Dartmouth,
Williams, Wesleyan, Columbia, Brown
and Y. M. C. A. College but two, Tufts
and Massachusetts Agricultural College, favor summer baseball. Three
colleges Yale, Y. M. C. A. College
and Tufts are
and have
taken no definite stand, while six
colleges, namely, Harvard, Princeton,
Dartmouth, Williams, Wesleyan and
Columbia, have definite rules prohibiting summer baseball. The Harvard
authorities call attention to the fact
that Harvard has entered Into an
agreement to permit summer baseball, In spite of reports to the contrary, based on the opinions of the
team captains, that Yale, Harvard and
sulch an
Princeton contemplated
agreement,
Dean La Baron R. Griggs quotes
the Harvard rule governing the case,
as follows:
,

Dr. Anderson in outlining the situ''No student who has played on any
nine or in any sucll ation at Yale stated:
"The college as such has taken no
'summer baseball nine, shall
definite
stand on the question of
in
the
any public
university
represent,
athletic coniest until lie has received summer baseball. The athletic ass
(.penal permission from the commit- elation, however, is governed by the
tee. Any trifling or merely technical rules of the I. A. A. which is against
violation of this rule, shall be judged professionalism. They made consistent efforts to maintain purity in
on its merits by the committee."
Speaking of this .rule, Dean Briggs sports. I enclose clippings which
wrote, "So far as I know, we lrave will give you some idea of the attino intention of changing it." He also tude of President Hadley and Captain
adds, "I wonder whether you have Blossom, They show that President
ever communicated with a former Hadley is unconditionally opposed and
Amherst player named Kane. He was Captain Blossom is in favor of sun?
an extraordinary pitcher in his day, mer baseball."
played summer baseball, and was, I
think either directly or indirectly, the
The stadium fever Is spreading
cause, of a falling out between Am- westward. The University of Michherst and another New England col igan is about to step In line and erect
lege which objected to him on the a section of a reinforced! concrete
score of professionalism. A year ago structure
along the lines of those now
he spoke in an exceedingly interestbuilding at Lehigh and Cornell. This
ing way; at a meeting of the National new football ampitheater was made
Collegiate Athletic Association in practically certain at a meeting of the
New York. His subject was 'summer board
in control of athletics,
when
bail;' and he dwelx, jf J remember that body expressed itself favorable
rightly, on the disadvantages and dan- to the tentative sketches and
plans
gers of it, on the money rewards of it,
which had been previously
prepared,
on
and
the desirableness of warning
examined and accepted by tne board
undergraduates about it. in perfectly of regents. The
regents, at their sesclear language."
sion, ' recommended that the athletic
Dr. Raycroft states that, at Prince- board
adopt the plans.
ton "Complete opposition describes
As prepared, the plans for the con
the attitude of the 'Princeton athletic crete stand call for the erection of a
authorities to both summer baseball structure
which will eventually form
and the tendency of college men to a
component part of a stadium modeltake up professional baseball after
ed after that of Harvard University
graduation. It Is felt that, in spite at
Cambridge. The stand will be de
of the fact that professional baseball
to accommodate 13,000 persons,
Is a perfectly legitimate and honor- signed
Is estimated that the cost will
and
it
able vocation, men with college trainbe between $30,000 and $00,000. Acing, even though they! are good baseto the action taken by the
cording,
ball players, should be encouraged to
athletic
the whole of the work
board,
engage In a more useful occupation in
will be done under the immediate sulife. If any Change is made in these
rules. It will be in the direction of a pervision of the athletic association.
more rigid enforcement. As the unThe first track and field meet prodergraduate comes to have a clearer
of the new year comes from
phecy
the
of
various factors
iunderstanding
involved in the summer baseball ques- the Pacific coast where Trainer Waltion there seems to be a growing sen- ter Christie, of the University of
California squad, predicts that the
timent against the practice."
Dr. Fauver of Wesleyan University Stanford university team will defeat
wrote: "Our college is opposed to the Berkeley ihletes by a score of
a
college men taking part in summer aibout 01 to 56 points. Christie
mawill
win
out
a
Stanword
s
baseball." The reasons for Wesley-an'jority of its points in the track evposition are:
"We are opposed to summer base- ents. Some leeway must be given
ball on moral grounds. Students who the forecast since the trainer in preengage, In summer baseball usually dicting the defeat or nis team naturhave little else to do and they are ally had an object In view.
thus subjected to temptations which
many cannot resist I could give you The long continued agitation for a
definite illustrations of the fact not new and modern gymnasium at Haronly of Wesleyan men but of njen vard appears to have accomplished
from other colleges',
the desired effect. President Lowell
fig-ure-

"FRECKLES" WILL BE HERE SATURDAY NIGHT

MONDAY,

MARCH 9, 1914.

recently gave his official sanction to
the movement and a graduate com
mittee has been appointed to be;;:n
a campaign among the graduates for
the necessary funds. Undergraduate V.
committtees have beun at work for
over a year obtaining pledges and col
lecting subscriptions from the stu
dents. The 'graduate committee will
probably include those of the alumni
who have been actively interested fn
Harvard athletics.
General plans for the building itself have been drawn up, which will
be used except for a few modifications. They call for a swimming tank,
an artificial Ice rink and Indoor tennis, squash and handball courts. The
probable location of he new building
will be along the Charles River near
Soldiers' Field and the boathousts.
The new building will be so large
that it will be impossible to use the
site, of the present Hemenway gymnasium. The committee will attempt
s
jto raise a million dollars,
of which will be used In the construction of the building and the remainder as a maintenance fund.
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NOTICE (OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
In the DMjtrict Ciirt of the United
States, for tie Distiiet of New Mex-

ICO.

In the
Aftrnn

matteryf
AiJler.
TIT.

No. 130.

Public notice m nereby given that
pursuant to an order of court in the
above entiled matter I will on Friday,
the thirteenth day of March, A. D.
1914, at the east door of the county
court house, in the Town of Las Vegas, county of San Miguel and state
of New Mexico, at the hour of eleven
o'clock a. m., on said day, offer for
sale and still to the highest bidder
for cash all and singular the following described land and real estate,

to-w- it:

First Piece. The north half of the
southeast quarter of Section 33, and
the west half of the southeast quarter
of Section 34, in township 17 North
Range 22 East of New Mexico Principal Meridian, containing one hundred and sixty acres, more or less.
Second Piece. The west half of the
northwest quarter, and the west half
of the southwest quarter of Section
Range Tl
9, in township 16 North
East of New Mexico Principal Meridian, containing one hundred and sixty acres more or less.
Third piece. Lot3 numbered 1 and
2. and the southeast quarter of the
northeast quarter, and the northeast
quarter of the southeast quarter; of
Section 4, In township 16 North Range
22 East of New Mexico Principal Meridian, containing one hundred and fifty-six
and
acres, more or less.
The said sale will be at public auction and for cash as aforesaid and will
be made subject to the approval of
the court
.
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Trustee of the Estate of Aaron
Adler, Bankrupt.'

-

M.

The Mothers' Favorite
cough medicine for children
be harmless. Tt should te
should
nlpnunnt tn take. Tt. should be effectual.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all of
this and is the mothers favorite every
where. For sale by ail dealers. Adv.
A
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TO PURIFY GREAT LAKES
Detroit, Mich., March 9. The inter.
national joint commission representing the United States and Canada met
here today to conduct the first of a
series of hearings on the sanitary
problem of the great lakes, With the
growth of the cities along the lakes
the problem of protecting the public
health against the pollution of the
water by sewage has become a seri
ous one. The aim of the commission
Is to bring about an agreement between the two governments, looking
to a remedy that ehall be practical
and effective and at the same time
not prohibitive in cost.
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Subscribe for .The Optic.
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
,
Treataienf, Facial! Massage, Man!-cure, Chiropody.
' "
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
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ATTOKNEYS
SCENE FROM "FRECKLES"
Gene Stratton Porter's popular and
fascinating story, "Freckles,'' in a
musical drama with tne original New
York company and production comes
to the Duncan opera house Saturday
evening, March 11.
Neil Twomey, who dramatized Mrs.
Porter's charming story, has evolved
a powerful and
play from a tale whose chief charms
lie in its tender simplicity 'and unaffected naturalness, and at the same
time has retained all of the familiar
characters and important incidents of
the story.'
interest-compellin-

g

The almost unlimited scene possibilities of the great Indiana limber-los- t
have been taken advantage of to
their full value; this together with
the original New York cast, prominent among whom will be seen such
well known Broadway aotors as Julius
Velia. who was
with Miss
Kitty Gordan in Joseph M. Weber's
productionof "Alma, Where Do You
Live," Miss Carrie Bellmore, for tnree
seasons leading Ingenue with Miss
Blanche Bates in. "The Rose of the
Frank
Rancho,"
specl,U!y
Owen,
brought to America for the William

""'V,,

,,

.

CfKv.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Kunke

'
.

Attorneyt-at-Lattrady production of Graam Mof-fattNew Mesl
Lag
Vega.
Scotch comedy,
delightful
Robert
"Bunty Pulls the Strings";
DR. F. B. HUXM NN
Thurston, for several seasons leading
Dntlit
baritone with Miss Blanche Ring in
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
"The Wall Street Girl"; Fred Stein,
Block, Tel Main Jt
Center
Room
1,
principal comedian wlih Messrs.
.East Lad Teas. New Mexico
Klaw and Erlanger's "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," and others of
MCiiiiMNT CO
coual nofe.' ' "
Albuquerque, N. M.
"Freckles" will be one of the real
215 E. Central
stage successes of the season in Las
Vegas and has been spoken of as
23 Years practical Experience.
W. W. I'.OV, : .!
being a musical drama of "youth."
B. A. JONES

A.
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Congregation Montefiore is preparing to observe next week the feat oi
Purini, a joyous event on the Hebrew
calendar. In addition to the religious
t
services there will be a festival. This
Light automobile lamps at 6:32 will consist of a masquerade dance for
o'clock this evening.
the children of the temple Sunday
school, followed by a dance for the
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood adults. The B'Nal B'Rith lodge and
the Sisterhood of Temple Montefiore
Rye at the Opera Bar. AdT.
will have charge of the arrangements.
Musical Tea at Commercial club
rooms Wednesday afternoon. AdmisAlthough he quietly slipped back
sion 25c. Adv.
to Las Vegas with a bride and has
been here for nearly two weeks, W.'
Trees pruned see Thornhlll, Prun E. Davis, continues to receive coning trees and fixing gardens. Phone gratulations from many of his friends
who have just "got wise." Mr. Davis
,T
Purple 5352. Adv.
waa .married in Trinidad during the
Little Mary Mackel, daughter of latter part of February to Miss LaRue
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Mackel, Is ill with Decker of that city. They are coman attack of measles.
fortably located here and will reside
in Las Vegas. Mr. Davis is employed
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged by the Santa Fe Railway company as
in wood. Direct from the distillery to a passenger brakeman.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
On Wednesday nigTit there will be
Just received a complete line of a partial eclipse of the moon, visible
new style millinery. Call and get my in the United States. The moon will
prices. Mrs! L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth enter the shadow, at 7:42. o'clock in
street. Adv.
the evening. A
o'clock the
eclipse-wil- l
bo j V its height; that is
The Modern Woodmen of America the shadow on ' je moon will reach
will meet tonight in the W. O. W. its maximum si:j.
10:44 o'clock
hall. Business of importance will be the moon will
leafe tha shadow.
transacted. All members are urged to Doubtless many pNeople will watch for

LOCAL NEWS

!r:,ice Swi.s Cliccse
Brick Cheese
Limberger Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Brie Cheese
Sierra Cheese
Lunch Cheese
Neufchatel Cheese
Cluhill Cream Cheese with Chile

'
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Cod Fish in 1 lb. Boxes

Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish Clear Middle
Small Mackerel

N
!
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Larsie

Mackerel
M

STEAK'

STORE

he

present-- .

this eclipse as it ctyies early in the
School children probably
evenihg.
The .Ladies'. League pf the First will take Special 'notice of the eclipse.
Presbyienan.,.church will meet with
Mrs. 'J, Ij.j'jElwood
tomorrow after'' RIEDTORREZ BOUT.,,. ,
,f
noon at 2,: 30 o'clock.
Mrs. El wood
ToiSHgtiH at Albuquerque.wjn 'ocg
j
resides at 1025 Douglas avenue.
Ri"ed
bot between ';Harry'
of Asp-eir,Gblo.', and Jack Torres of
Weather conditions yesterday were the Duke
The bout has' aroused
ideal.
This was shown by the ap- considerable? interest. Reide claims to
pearance of clever spring hats.-- , A be one of the fastest men rt his class,
warm atmospnere prevailed all (gay but as that is an opinion held by ail
giving a real semblance of,ummeri
fighters, his quality will be better de4.; if
termined by the decision. Torres is
The meeting of the board of :direy a fast lightweight of Albuquerque and
tors of the Commercial club has been this bout is the most pretentious;
postponed from Tuesday evening un Ing to observe next week the feast of"
til Wednesday evening, on account of some time ago, endeavored to got a
conflicting meetings. A large at bout here with Stanley Yoakum;' but
tendance is desired.
Promoter O'Malley was unable to!
stage the bout.!;?
The Sisterhood of Temple Monte
fiore will meet tomorrow afternoon at
MORE ABOU r COBB
2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. JoEdmund F. 'Cobb,' a motion picture
seph Taichert. Important business actor, and F. H. Millen of Albuquer
is up for consideration, and all memque have launched a motion picture
bers are urged to be present.
company- - in the Duke City and will
begin work on' a" scenario this ween.
The proper place to select wall The
company has been named the Rio
paper is in the room in which it is to Grande Motion Piotuie'
company.
be hanged. Call Main 325 and see my
'Mr. Cobb formerjy was located in
new and complete line and get my
this
with the Lubl'n Motion Pic
prices before buying. I will sell to ture city
e
under direction of
company
you whether I hang it or not J. F.
Fielding. Mr. Cobb has talent
Sackman.
Adv.
and his work here was pleasing. He
carried one of the leading parts in the
will
H
There
be drill of Company
this evening at the armory. The drill picture entitled, "The Blind Power."
The leading lady for the Rio Grande
will begin at 7:30 o'clock, and all
members of the company an'd those company will be Miss Hazel Haynes,
who wish to join are requested to be formerly of the Great Northern and
present. Adjutant General H. T. Her- Columbia companies. Many Albuquerring of the New Mexico National que people will be used for "fillers"
Guard will be present.
in the plays. Mr. Cobb is to be the
managing director of the company.
Santa Fe Officer Klnman discover
ed Thomas Hubbell riding the blinds
on train No. 9 last night and at once LANDAU OPPOSED TO
proceeded to arrest the
passenger. Judge D. R. Murray this THE
L. ANDJJ. LEAGUE
morning offered Hubbell 60 days or
a chance to. walk, and the latter was
JEWISH RABBI WILL. DENOUNCE
adopted by the stranger.
.
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Direct from the Indian RcservationtLarge
fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
J prices.
'iff!

As--sdrtm-

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

'

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

Every Women Is Proud to be
a good baker. It is a natural instinct. And every
woman can bake wellif
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that'even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

V

PURE QUILL

or OUIL PIUDE

g

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

Work; on the installation ot the
new teel ceiling that is to be placed
in the fire station at the city hall was
started yesterday morning by the firemen. The work was not completed
yesterday but will probably be finished within the next week. With this
improvement the first station will be
in first class shape.

it

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES
them every day. Adver-tise your rooms in the Optic's For Rent Column
and get results .
.
.
.
.
.

TJEOPLE arc looking

for.

I

ORGANIZATION IN AN ADDRESS THIS EVENING

Dr. Jacob

H. Landaii

announced

to-

that he

would discuss the newly
formed Law and Order League in an
address at Temple Montefiore this
evening. Dr. Landau asked The Optic
to inform the public that he would
brand the league as unnecessary and
day

a slur upon the citizens and the comSimon Bacharach oi the firm of munity, as well as a menace to per-Bacharach Brothers, made a trip over eonal liberty. He invites the public
thet mesa yesterday and this morning ttf hear the address.
stated that' the grass there is growThere will be several things going
ing green. This is an assurance of on at Temple Montefiore this evening.
a successful year for cattle and sheep At 8 o'clock the B'Nal B'Rith will
men. The recent snow, followed by meet in the
vestry rooms. At 8:30,
warm weather, brought the grass out in the main auditoriunv,Frank Landau
quickly.
will deliver his oration Vn "Linco'n,"
which was given for the Virand Army
The second, game of the second at the Lincoln
day progtam at the
series of the telegraphic boxbaJl tour- Normal last month.
Following young
nament at the Y. M. C. A. will be Landau's, address Dr. Laldati will
played tomorrow night. St, George, will give his speech in
opposition' to
Kas., with whom the games are play the Law and Order Leagud. All mem
ed, has won two straight 'games, but bers of congregation iioh eflore and
the local boys hope to run a high the general public are iavilf-- to atscore tomorrow night. A new set of tend the
meetings in the main audiballs has been received and with torium.
these victory is hoped for by the locals. ' In the last game played the St.
I. T. U. ELECTFON
George team scored 200 and over for
Indianapolis, Ind.. March 9. At the
each man in every game, with but one general offices of
the International
exception
Typographical Union in this city announcement was made today of the
close of nominations for the annual
i VAULT
election of officers of the organiza
AND CESSPOOL
tion. The elections will be hold on
I
May 20, at which time the local unions throughout the Ignited States
I
and Canada will vote for president,
Those desiring: work done
vice - president, secretary - treasurer,
j will, please call on or phone
trustees of the union printers' home
A. W. Patterson,
and delegates to the convention of
the American Federation of Labor.
1
Las Vegas Transfer Co.
The candidates for the
of
523 S:h f. net
riwie Ma.n 43
the union are Charles B. Hawkes and
Marsden G- - Scott, both, of New York
'

City. James M, Duncan, who has
filled the office of president since the
resignation of James M. Lynch, is not
a candidate for the place. A spirited

contest is expected for the place of
Secretary-Treasure- r
J. W. Hays, on
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THE DREAD OF QUALITY

PUI1ITAN

CBEAH

BREAD

A Trail Will Convince You
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MEXICAN CONSUL AT
EL PASO ARRESTED
HE AND UNITED STATES OFFICER
CHARGED WITH RECRUITING FILIBUSTERS
El Paso, Tex., Mach 9. A warrant
charging M. E. Diebold, inspector of
consulates Senor De La
Mexican
consul here, and two
Mexican
Sierra,
otherB with organizing filibustering
expeditions on American soil, was
sworn out here today by agents of

the department of justice.
At the consulate when the officers
arrived with the warrant they found
thai defendants in conference with
their attorneys, and a long delay ensued. The lawyers contended that it
would be illegal to make the arrests
in the consulate and finally it was
agreed that the defendants should
come voluntarily before United States
Commissioner Oliver and surrender
themselves.;
j
The warrant was sworn. Out by E.
M. Blanford, special agent of the department of justice, before George B.
Oliver, United States corftmjgaioner.
The prisoners will be admitted to bail,
which probably will ne ?2,000 in each
..
case.
It is charged in ;the warrant that
the defendants conspired to violate
the neutrality UiwjOf the United
States and that,
recruited a
number of Africans wlp,had agreed
to join the federal, ganial, Caraveo,
at pedras Negras, were given tickets
last Saturda'y from El Paso to Eagle
Pass, across the Rio Grande from
Piedras Negras. ..
.The recruits had the tickets in their
possession last Saturday night when
they were arrested at the union sta-

We also
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THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-

SORIES

IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR W
GUARANTEED
"

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS TOED SALES COMPANY

A REMARKABLE

t
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SALE OF FRAMED

PiGTUREG.'
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Masterpieces
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Masters
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in beautifuTT

Mahogany frames

Your Choice For
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FRAMED COMPLETE
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SEE OUR WINDOWS
UNKNOWN

MAN

FOUND DEAD
9. The
Trinidad, Colo., March
mangled body of an unidentified man,
about 30 years of age, was found this
morning on the Colorado and South-

ern railroad track at Suffield siding,
eight miles north of this city. The
body was found by. members of a section crew. Investigation by Coroner
B. G. Sipe has led to the belief that
the man was first murdered and his
body thrown on the track to conceal
the crime, as a bloody club was found
on the track in close proximity to a

Never Before Equaled inj Las Vegas

J.

:

C. JOHNSEN

SON

Jefferson R"ynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
Hallot RaynoWs, Cashier.

i

pool of blood.

The man had apparently been robNothing was found on the dead
man to. establish his identity. Sheriff J. S. Grisham, and a posse are
scouring the viciinty with bloodhounds.
bed.

CATTLE RAISERS TO MEET
Fort Worth, Texas. March 9. The
thirty-eightannual convention of the
Cattle Raisers' Association of Texas,
which is the largest gathering of its
kind in the country, will meet in this
city today for a three days' session.
Thousands of men who are prominently Interested in the cattle raising Industry throughout the southwest are
expected to attend the gathering.
Governor Colquitt and other men of
note will address the sessions. The
present and future of the cattle raising industry, with particular reference to the effects of the new tariff
law will be exhaustively discussed.
For the entertainment of the visitors
there will be a monster barbecue,
aviation flights, automobile rides and
receptions and theater parties. K,
h

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.
c

5.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

m

of service

1MB

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires 'and everything needNon-Ski- n
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CLEANING
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LIVERY
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AT OUR SEC?

GUARANTEED FC1 ITS FEEFECTKOS

ho 'Las Vctfas Automobilo'
v;::ece

ti::e counts

There js Safety in a good
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,

Regardless of Price
r
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MOST HEAT FOK YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

